Rotary dial phone wiring diagram

British telephone sockets were introduced in their current plug and socket form on 19
November by British Telecom to allow subscribers to connect their own telephones. The
connectors are specified in British Standard BS They are similar to modular connectors as used
in RJ11 , but feature a side-mounted hook, rather than a bottom-mounted one, and are
physically incompatible. Standard sockets were introduced, as part of the 'New Plan' wiring
policy, to allow customers to easily purchase their own telephones, as required by Oftel , the
phone regulator. Thus any phone whose plug conformed to BS and met certain other regulatory
standards, such as BABT , could be connected to the network, rather than British Telecom
controlling the market. The 'New Plan' was only new to the UK and was based extensively on
systems which had been available elsewhere for many years, especially in the US. The new
system replaced the older hard-wired system, which came in many 'flavours' e. N diagrams also
had their own numbering system e. From the early years of the s, the GPO subsequently British
Telecom had a plug and socket system available for rent. It also had to have a separate bell-set ,
which was permanently in-circuit to provide ringing if there were no telephones plugged in. This
system survived through various models of telephones from the " candlestick " and type
Bakelite phones until the introduction of the series in , when a smaller "Plug " was introduced.
The separate bell-set, with its on-board capacitor and coils, also provided a testing circuit for
remote engineers, by providing the mandatory ohm capacitive loop-back. Rental had to be paid
on each telephone and on all the sockets, and hence the system was not that common. A
domestic single British telephone line installation will have a single master socket or line box in
the premises, which is provided by BT or another service provider: this socket is the
demarcation point between the customer-owned and maintained on-premises wiring , and the
telephone network. For installations using the NTE5 line box NTE for network termination
equipment , the demarcation point is actually within the socket: the lower half of the front plate
and associated wiring is the customer's, while the permanent wiring on the non-removable
section behind this, remains the responsibility of the service provider. Customers are not
permitted to access the wiring in a master socket without a removable lower section. Plug-in
extension kits are available for customers with this type of installation. The A leg goes to pin 5
and the B leg to pin 2 in the master socket. Although all equipment will work with a reversed
line, so a reverse wired socket is not strictly a fault. When current is flowing on the line, the B
leg voltage collapses to nearer ground and the A leg voltage moves nearer to the B leg voltage.
The exact voltage drop is a function of the distance to the exchange, and the network wiring
type. Until recently, [ when? This component is no longer used due to negative effects on VDSL
speeds. The socket includes a 1. Additional internal extension secondary sockets are wired off
the master socket connected in parallel using the IDC system but not containing the surge
protector, bell circuit capacitor, and the out-of-service resistor. The 'old style' fixed master
socket had only one set of terminals on the back and customers were supposed to use
extension kits plugged into the front socket; however, many customers hard-wired their own
extensions anyway for neatness and robustness reasons, which was a poor arrangement since
it provided no way to isolate the customer's internal extension wiring from BT's wiring. The BT
NTE 5 Linebox Socket allows easy disconnection of the internal wiring by removing the two
screws and sliding out the bottom half of the socket. In recent years NTE5 sockets have been
fitted in place of master sockets. These have a front plate where the lower half is removable so
allowing customer's access to the terminals required for connecting internal extension sockets;
it also provides access to a test jack, to determine if line faults are due to the customer's wiring
or BT's. The removable panel also allows the external telephone line to be easily disconnected
from the internal wiring, provided the wiring of the premises has been correctly carried out. The
faceplate can be easily fitted by removing the two bottom screws on a NTE5, sliding the bottom
section out and fitting this in between. The result is that the entire extension circuit is filtered by
the vDSL plate meaning that there is now no need for DSL filters on every Telephone Socket in
the house. There are two types of modern British Telecom plugs in common use for connecting
telephones, the A and A. There are also plugs with only two contacts commonly seen on
modem leads. These are a recent introduction and do not seem to be easily available as
separate parts. All fit any right-handed "Type " telephone socket. Type A and A plugs have the
latch on the opposite left hand side of the plug, and were used as headset plugs on some
switchboards and as handset connectors on some telephones, e. The A and A plugs are also
used for connecting sensors to interfaces for computer-based measurements in educational
environments, the former for connecting analogue sensors and the latter for digital sensors.
The BS specification defines the terminal numbering of a socket-outlet in the opposite direction
to the pin numbers of the socket. Thus terminal 1 is connected to pin 6, terminal 2 to pin 5 and
so on. The pins of the A plug are numbered in ascending order from left to right with the
contacts facing upwards and the latch on the right-hand side. The connector on the phone is

not standardized: the connector at the wall is standardized by regulation, to allow individuals to
use their own phones interconnection , but the wire from the phone to the wall may be
hard-wired to the phone, or use various connectors. Typically it will have a 6P4C or 6P2C
modular connector at the telephone end: this latter may be wired as per the RJ11 standard with
pins 3 and 4 , or it may be wired with pins 2 and 5, as a straight-through cable from the BT plug
which uses pins 2 and 5 for the line, unlike RJ11, which uses pins 3 and 4. Thus cables are not
in general compatible between different phones, as the phone base may have a socket with pins
2 and 5 requiring a straight-through cable , or have an RJ11 socket requiring a crossover cable.
The BS jack has been used in New Zealand since the s, replacing a number of other connectors
and hard-wired connections, and was subsequently replaced by a "2-wire" version suited to
daisy chain wiring that eliminated the 3rd ringing voltage wire. The "BT Jack" is still the most
common phone jack in use, although many installations in business use structured cabling with
"RJ45" 8P8C modular connectors for telephone as well as data services. The jack is still found
in Hong Kong , where new installations ceased in , while in Saint Vincent and the Grenadines ,
new installations ceased in , with RJ11 now used instead. Irish phone sockets are normally
wired, as per the international standard, with the line carried on the centre pair pin 3 and 4.
Although it is rarely connected, Irish phone jacks also contain a ringing capacitor circuit very
similar to their UK counterparts. This is carried on pin 5. Or, if wired for two-line service rare , a
second ring wire is carried on pin 2 for line 2, with the outer pair, pins 1 and 6 carrying the
second line. This arrangement was introduced for the same reason as the capacitor in BS ; to
allow backwards compatibility with older GPO style type 3 wire phones that lacked an anti-tinkle
circuit, which were common in the s and into the s. Modern Irish jacks also contain screw down
lugs to connect extension phone wiring or a hardwired pre s phone. As previously mentioned
the actual connections are made using Insulation-displacement connectors IDC. A punch down
tool is required to do this and two sorts are available. One is of plastic construction and only
intended for occasional use. It also comes with a tool for removing wires from sockets. Shown
below are the cabling arrangements for both 4-wire and 6-wire cable. Initially 4-wire was used
and many older installations still use it, then the 6-wire became the new standard, but the 4-wire
has latterly been reissued to all Openreach technicians as part of cost savings. Modern 4-wire
however is the same diameter as 6-wire to allow technicians to retain existing tacking guns and
cable clips. Note that the wires in the 6-wire cable are coloured with two colours in a ratio of
four to one in length, with the first colour mentioned being the predominant one, e. In other
words, it looks like a white wire with blue patches on it. Strictly speaking, a textbook installation
will only actually use pins 2, 5 for the voice and 3 for the ringer. Having said this, most modern
telephones no longer require a ringing capacitor may have and 2-wire connections, which
means that extension wiring can usually be run with only pins 2 and 5. Often where multi-core
cable is used, the remaining cables are used for wiring extensions on additional incoming
telephone lines. In order to use broadband Internet services simultaneously with voice
telephony, it is necessary to use a DSL filter. This is a low pass filter in line with the phone
outlet. This prevents high frequency data noise from affecting the lower frequency voice
bandwidth and it also prevents the low impedance of the connected phone from attenuating or
modulating the high speed DSL data Path. Enough bandwidth is retained for voice telephony
and the majority is used for high speed data. All phones or other voice band devices must be
connected via a filter either a separate filter for each phone or one filter covering multiple
phones to avoid interference between the phones and the DSL signal. If the data transmission is
still audible, using two DSL filters, daisychained in series, should eliminate the problem. The
ringer wire is unnecessary in unfiltered parts of the wiring and its removal can often improve
performance and reliability of the broadband service. This is due to the unbalancing effect that
the ringer wire on long extensions can have on the matched twisted pair. Thus reducing the
signal to noise ratio and also the high frequency response of the subscriber line. When ADSL
was first introduced in the UK it was installed by a technician who replaced the front part of the
NTE5 if the property still had an old style master socket it would be replaced with an NTE5 with
one containing a filter. Any hardwired phone extensions were disconnected from the original
front part and connected to filtered terminals on the back of the filter. The DSL modem which at
the time was also BT supplied and, if present, a phone or plug-in extension, could then be
plugged into the front. BT also offered "wires-only" ADSL service and promoted the technique
of using a separate plug-in filter on every socket. The more discerning customer can purchase a
variety of hardwired filtering products, including replacement front plates for the NTE5, some of
which have unfiltered as well as filtered terminals on the back to avoid the need to plug in the
extension wiring that leads to the DSL modem. In BT trialled and launched their 'IPlate'; the "I"
is for interstitial , as it is fitted between the socket and the front panel. This plate is fitted by the
consumer inside the NTE 5 and reduces interference carried by the 3rd bell wire. The reduced

interference allows faster broadband speeds - BT claim a speed improvement of up to 1.
Structured cabling systems are general-purpose communications wires installed in offices and
increasingly also homes, which can be used for several different communication technologies
analog phone, ADSL, ISDN, Ethernet, video, etc. The most common type uses Category 5 cables
four twisted pairs with ohm impedance between 8P8C colloquially and incorrectly called RJ45
room sockets and a central patch panel. In most other countries, those two wires are all that is
needed to connect an analogue telephone. But such a 3-wire interface is not the symmetric
interface needed for balanced twisted-pair transmission lines , and therefore prone to
electromagnetic interference and crosstalk with nearby other wiring. Different types of LAUs are
on the market:. There exists no well-established standard in which polarity pins 2 and 5 of the
phone socket are connected to pins 4 and 5 of the 8P8C connector; both alternatives are
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gained overnight approval of amateur radio operators for its quality of signal, flexibility and for
professional attention to workmanship and design. The modular design of 10 solid state circuit
boards on a common chassis with a tube amplifier caught the eye of discriminating hams
worldwide. It was a strong performer. Although far from perfect, the first FT's suffered from
intermod when strong signals were present during receive and generated spurs on transmit.
Hams began to investigate these problems and offer improvements to existing circuit design.
The factory responded with a major modification which significantly improved the receiver of
the early FT's. The serial number revealed which transceiver was "early" and "late". So that the
"early" FT hams would not feel obsolete, Yaesu offered the entire modification which made an
"early" into a "late" and sold it as a kit along with a 25 page instruction guide. Problems began
as many hams lacked the proper test equipment and the know-how needed to make such an
upgrade. After months of fighting with customers, Yaesu withdrew the kit MIR-1 Modification Kit
and would only install it at their factory. Adding to the confusion was the fact that there were
five 5 different sub-models within the "early" FT series, the last being the FT "late" model. The
situation arose where identical FT radios sat side by side with the only indication of the internal
layout was by the serial number. Additional improvements were made and with the addition of
the meter band, the FTB was released. Yet more improvements and the addition of a real "RF"
speech processor led to the release of the FTE model. The "E" model was fully refined with all
of the previous problems having been worked out. This was the most popular and the most
produced model by Yaesu in the FT series. Three models of the "E" were released. The "E"
model with all options, an "EE" economy model lacking the speech processor, and the "EX"
extreme economy model lacking speech processor, M crystal, DC options, and microphone.
Last in the series was the "F" model which contained all of the modifications, improvements
and options throughout the series. Only a few of the "F" models were made which also included
an "FE" economy and "FX" extreme economy model. The original FT series lasted for 6 years,
beginning in early and lasting through It was an exciting time for the FT radios and their owners.
There were no "A", "C", or "D" models produced. It would become a familiar full-page
advertisement that would be used several times by Spectronics Inc as part of their global ad
campaign. It set into motion a new wave of radios and ushered in an exciting time for amateurs
worldwide! Each was hand-made by skilled workers with the utmost of pride. Each was unique.
Ten publications per year offered thousands of FT owners the opportunity to share problems,
solutions, and performance data. The Fox-Tango Newsletters lasted for 14 years. It is the largest

collection of user data and factory support information for any radio at any time. It has been
preserved and full copies are still available today. Truly a testament to the era and popularity of
these radios, even today. Here is a link to the Fox-Tango Newsletter page. Before we go any
further, it is paramount that you understand that high voltages exist within these radios, cables,
and accessories. Safety is first and foremost! These voltages exit the radio and appear on
interface cables. There are no warnings! Special tools are required when working on these
radios, accessories, and interface cables. Professional repair and service are highly
recommended. The following information is presented solely for informational purposes and
historical reference. What's in the Name? There are many models which proudly display the FT
logo. Please be sure that you know which model you have, know its operating capabilities, and
limitations. Normally, the longer the model number is, the less capabilities it has for that model.
The last 5 digits represent the serial number. Any serial number prefix is for factory control and
routing. Buyers and sellers of the original models needed to know the serial number to finalize
any deal. Serial numbers below 25, Known for strong receiver overload, TX spurs, and audio
problems. FT - "Late" Model Serial numbers above 25, Major modifications to receiver,
Regulator, IF and audio boards. First "Early" models during Mark 0A: Serial numbers to Mark I:
Serial numbers to Most common "Early" model. Mark II: Serial numbers to Transitional models
with M tank circuit. Mark IIA: Serial numbers and up. First "Late" Models. Beware: Early and
Late model circuit boards may not be fully interchangeable! Single 6JS6C tube, 50 watt output.
FTE meter transceiver. RF Speech Processor. No DC Converter for Mobile use available as an
option. All updates applied. Improved PB Noise Blanker. Speech Processor and DC Converter.
There were no "A", "C", or "D" models ever produced. Part of PBA. Quick Links. Table of
Contents. Read and understand all instructions. Follow all warnings and instructions marked on
the telephone. Do not cover the slots and openings on this telephone. This telephone should
never be placed near or over a radiator or heat register. This telephone should not be placed in
a built-in installation unless proper ventilation is provided. To reduce the risk of electrical
shock, do not take this phone apart. Opening or removing covers may expose you to dangerous
voltages or other risks. Incorrect reassembly can cause electric shock when the appliance is
subsequently used. If the telephone exhibits a distinct change in performance. Never install
telephone wiring during a lightning storm. Never install telephone jacks in wet locations unless
the jack is specifically designed for wet locations. Never touch uninsulated telephone wires or
terminals unless the telephone line has been disconnected at the network interface. Use only
the approved battery pack in the handset of your cordless phone. For Handset Unit: 3. Handset
Page 2. Ringer Volume 3. Ringer Style 4. Page 9: Handset View Handset 1. Neckloop Jack 2.
Handset Volume 3. Boost 4. Dial Pad 5. Emergency Buttons 6. Talk 7. Channel 8. Plug the AC
Adapter directly into outlet. Do not plug other appliances into the same outlet or have outlet
controlled by a wall switch. If there is any visible damage, do not attempt to operate this
equipment. Return it to the place of purchase. Check to be sure that you have all items that
come with your telephone. Plug one end of the supplied modular telephone line cord into the
jack marked TEL located on the back of the telephone base as shown in the diagram. Page Wall
Mounting Installation type of service. Place handset in the cradle to begin initial charging. The
base unit may be mounted on a standard wall plate. Page Handset Battery base of the phone
downward to secure it on the wall. Plug the adapter into a standard AC power electrical outlet.
Press and lift out the handset holder tab, turn it around so the narrow tab end extends out and
slide back into its slot. Remove battery cover 2. Install new battery 3. Connect battery pack 4.
Replace battery cover 5. Charge for 12 hours before first use Handset Battery Charging 1. Page
16 Low Battery When the handset battery gets low, there will be two 2 beeps every thirty 30
seconds. If the battery becomes low while you are on a call, you will be disconnected after
about two 2 minutes. Terminate the call and recharge the battery. To recharge the battery pack,
place the handset in the base. It also provides intelligent amplification to make soft sounds
audible, while keeping loud sounds bearable. Page 18 The dial controls the level of volume the
handset and headset receive. Page 19 Headset Jack You can use this telephone hands-free
when you install a 2. Pressing the UP key on the base increases the ringer sound by one level
while pressing the DOWN key reduces the sound by one level. There are a total of six levels
from maximum to minimum. Please contact your local telephone company for information on
these services. Mute The MUTE button allows the user to conduct a private conversation that
you do not want the person on the other end to hear. Disconnect battery back-up connector
from the telephone base. Install four 4 AA Alkaline batteries with negative - end of battery
touching the spring. Page 25 If the handset is in the cradle, simply lift the handset to answer.
Last Number Redial The last number dialed up to 32 digits is stored in the redial memory until
another number is dialed. Page 26 Temporary Tone If you have rotary pulse dial service, you
can change from pulse to touch tone tone during a call. Make phone call and wait until it is

connected. Keys pressed after this are sent as tone signals. Page Memory Storage Channel
Operation The C cordless telephone automatically searches and selects the clearest of 40
channels when it is being used. If interference develops on the line, pressing this button will
move to another channel. Security Code The security code prevents your cordless phone
conversations from being accessed by a phone on a different line. Page 28 Adding a Memory
Location 1. Unit must be in standby mode only. Press the MEM button. Enter the telephone
number you wish to store. Press the number on the dial pad that you wish to store the number
to. Page Maintenance And Care 3. Press the emergency button on the dial pad that you wish to
store the number to. A long beep will indicate the programming process is complete. Page 31
plugged into the wall jack and the telephone. Try unplugging a few devices. All rights reserved.
Print page 1 Print document 33 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign
up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Bently Nevada has a legacy of
machinery protection and condition monitoring. Bently Nevada's product line is capable of
monitoring for the protection and continuous monitoring of your varied machinery assets. The
Bently Nevada line has numerous world-class instruments designed to measure and collect
machine information as a part of comprehensive predictive maintenance program for both field
diagnostics and test stand use. Bently Nevada. Sort and Filter Results. Bently Nevada Proximity
Sensor. Part of the XL Transducer System, highly immune to radio frequency interference.
Select options for pricing. Simulates shaft vibration and position for calibrating Bently Nevada
monitors and proximity probes. Bently Nevada Seismic Transmitter. Bently Nevada Vibration
Transmitter. Provides a mA signal proportional to relative vibration on smaller, non-critical
machinery. Designed for critical machinery applications where casing acceleration
measurements are required. Bently Nevada Velomitor. Measures absolute relative to free space
bearing housing, casing, or structural vibration. Continuous monitoring and protection,
stand-alone operation on general-purpose equipment. Performs cost effective data collection
and condition monitoring analysis. Bently Nevada Series Vibration Monitor. Continuous
monitoring and protection, self-contained, compact, stand-alone vibration monitoring. Portable
shaker table, 7 to 10 kHz frequency range, industrial pelican storm case, NIST traceable
transducer. Two-channel module used to provide Keyphasor signals to the monitor modules in
a rack. Bently Nevada Thrust Transmitter. Provides a mA signal proportional to thrust position
on smaller, non-critical machinery. Benchtop rotating machine that simulates a number of
machinery malfunctions. Accepts from 1 to 4 proximity, velocity or acceleration transducer
signals. Transient Data Interface TDI is the interface between the monitoring system and
compatible software. Continuously monitors electric motors to identify electrical and
mechanical faults. Measures casing vibration velocity on cooling tower and air-cooled
heat-exchanger fan assemblies. Accepts up to two transducer signals from proximity probe
transducers or magnetic pickups. Proximitor sensor with a probe housing to create a compact,
self-contained, all-in-one proximity probe system. Bently Nevada Velomitor XA. Advanced
Distributed Architecture Platform Technology provides asset condition monitoring solutions to
prevent machine failure. Intrinsically Safe IS hazardous-rated portable data collector, 2 sensor
input channels. Bently Nevada x Series Accelerometers. General purpose, wide frequency,
case-mounted seismic transducers, hermetically sealed, stainless steel case. Measure
unbalance and calculate correction weights, formerly known as Commtest vbBalancer.
Hermetically sealed, stainless steel case well suited for harsh industrial environments. Accepts
from 1 to 4 proximity transducer signals, user-programmable alarms. Four channel instrument
designed for aeroderivative gas turbine applications. Sophisticated signal processing
algorithms, simultaneous channel data sampling, wired Ethernet connection. Designed for
applications that can utilize accels or velomitors for machinery monitoring and protection,
optional Modbus communications. Thin design allows a high-density DIN-rail installation or
panel mount configuration. Two-pin moving coil design with onboard signal processing
circuitry to measure bearing casing vibration on slow-speed hydroelectric turbines. SpringLoc
terminal strips require no special installation tools and facilitate faster, highly robust field wiring
connections. Comprehensive communication capabilities of rack-monitored values and status.
Designed to survive the harshest steam turbine DE environments. Four-channel instrument that
accepts input from proximity, seismic and air gap sensors. Portable data collector for
non-hazardous environments, 2 or 4 sensor input channels. Extension cables for the XL
Transducer system, lengths from 3m up to 8. Bently Nevada System 1 Evolution Software.
Condition monitoring and diagnostic software to aid operation and maintenance of industrial
facilities. Bently Nevada Extension Cable. Provides extensive communication capabilities of all
rack monitored values and statuses. Accepts a wide range of input voltages and converts them
to voltages acceptable for use by other modules. Designed for radially mounted transducers,
whether vibration or Keyphasor measurements. Provides continuous, online monitoring

suitable for machinery protection applications, full or mini rack mounts. Bently Nevada Test
Plug. The XL Test Plug contains 3 small test pins attached to 3 color coded 1m wires. Bently
Nevada Connector Protector Kit. Connector Protector Kit for XL 8 mm probes and extension
cables. Bently Nevada Standard Cable. Accelerometer interface standard cable, connector on
accelerometer end only. Bently Nevada Technical Training. Training and consulting for
applications involving all facets of power generation, mechanical drives, and petro-chemical
industries. Bently Nevada Interface Module. Bently Nevada 5mm Proximity Probe. Bently
Nevada Cable. Bently Nevada Cables. Bently Nevada Connector Protector. Includes 1 set of
multiconnector inserts and connector installation instructions. Bently Nevada Signal Input
Cable. Bently Nevada Monitor Configuration Software. Bently Nevada External Termination
Block. Protects an accelerometer from adverse physical and environmental conditions. Bently
Nevada M Advantech Display. Bently Nevada Module Chassis. Includes USB configuration
docking station, battery installation tool, 10 o-rings, C-spanner and wrench for tri-axial
alignment studs. Bently Nevada Buffered Output Cable. Bently Nevada Ranger Pro Software.
Wireless condition monitoring configuration software download, sent digitally so no physical
media. Bently Nevada Power Supply. Bently Nevada Bulk Field Wire. Bulk field wire, 3
conductor, twisted, shielded cable with drain wire. Bently Nevada Field Wiring Diagram. Bently
Nevada Block Cables. Bently Nevada Display Router Box. Bently Nevada Relay Control Module.
Enables the number of channels of dynamic data that the TDI will support. Bently Nevada Relay
Output Module. Bently Nevada Monitor. Bently Nevada Weatherproof Housing. Fiberglass or
stainless steel housing for kit, includes door window, hazardous area option. Bently Nevada
70M Repeater. Bently Nevada Serial Data Cable. Bently Nevada Laser Transducer. Laser
transducer kit with 5m cable Includes transducer and extension cable. FluidLoc cable standard
on all 25 mm probes, prevents moisture from entering the probe tip. FluidLoc cable, 4m Bently
Nevada M BNC to Silver Lemo for ch1 and ch2 input from rack output. Bently Nevada Terminal
Housing. Bently Nevada System 1 Evo License. Keyphasor input adapter cable 0. Connects
laser transducer kits to KPH card â€” Bently Nevada Advantech Display. Bently Nevada Relay
Module. Multimode recorder output and mode Input external termination block, terminal strip
connectors. Velomitor Power Module Kit, provides power and connects up to four Velomitor
transducers. Bently Nevada Discrete Internal Barrier. Bently Nevada Termination Block. Bently
Nevada Protector Adapter. Bently Nevada Replacement Mounting Pads. Bently Nevada
Recorder Output Cable. Bently Nevada Connector Header. Connector header, internal
termination, position, green. Bently Nevada Signal Digital Cable. Split digital cable for the
Display Router Box, 20 ft. Bently Nevada Triaxial Connector Protectors. Bently Nevada
Micrometer Kit. Contains a precision micrometer and a mm 4in AISI target and is intended for
acceptance testing. Bently Nevada Module Card. Bently Nevada Relay Modules Manual. Bently
Nevada Dynamic Pressure Cables. Bently Nevada Vibration Monitor. Bently Nevada Protection
Services. Dedicated Bently Nevada experts with over 50 years of technical experience to
monitor major assets. Bently Nevada Impact Hammer Kit. Bently Nevada Spare Modules. Bently
Nevada Digital Reply Card. Bently Nevada Probe Lock Nuts. Bently Nevada Fiber Optic Cable.
Bently Nevada M Coiled Cable. Bently Nevada Recorder Termination Blocks. Recorder external
termination block, Euro style or terminal strip connectors. Bently Nevada Sliding Mounting
Brackets. Bently Nevada Laser transducer extension cable. Bently Nevada Neck Strap. Bently
Nevada External Terminal Block. Bently Nevada Connector Kit. Bently Nevada Ethernet Cables.
Bently Nevada Analog Output Cable. Proximitor ET block, euro style or terminal strip
connectors. Bently Nevada Blank Front Panel. Bently Nevada Hydro Monitor. Bently Nevada
Product Manual. Connector header, internal termination, 8 position, green. Bently Nevada Single
Axis Sensor. Bently Nevada Sliding Probe Bracket. Connector Header, Internal Termination,
position, Black. Bently M Hard Carrying Case. Bently Nevada Rack Mount Kit. NEMA 4 rated
housing protects transmitters from the elements. Bently Nevada Blank Panel. Bently Nevada
Reflective Tape Roll. Bently Nevada Fuse. Bently Nevada Sliding Bracket. Bently Nevada
Connector Shunt. Bently Nevada Firmware IC. Connector header, internal termination, 12
position, blue. Bently Nevada Position Termination Block. Bently Nevada Ethernet Cable.
Ethernet cable, Cat5e with ferrite, 3m 10ft , Required to meet CE certification. Bently Nevada
External Power Supply. Bently Nevada Hard Shipping Case. Contains all of the parts needed to
verify accuracy of a differential expansion installation. Bently Nevada M Replacement
connector. Bently Nevada Multimode Termination Blocks. Multimode external termination
blocks, Euro style or terminal strip connectors. Bently Nevada Laser Transducer Kit. Laser
transducer kit with 2m cable, includes transducer and extension cable. Connector Header,
Internal Termination, position, Green. Bently Nevada Panel Mount Screw. Bently Nevada Panel
Screw. Bently Nevada Transducer Clamp. Transducer Clamp, optional mounting clamp for the 1.
Bently Nevada Fan Vent Cover. Tachometer ET Block with Euro style or terminal strip

connectors. Bently Nevada Bulkhead Mounting Plate. Bently Nevada Straight Hook Wrench.
Dynamic pressure ET block terminal strip or Euro style connectors. Cylinder pressure external
termination block Euro style or terminal strip connectors. Bently Nevada Temperature Interface
Module. Bently Nevada M33 94M Mounts. Bently Nevada Wrist Strap. Bently Nevada Module
Internal Terminations. Bently Nevada Gateway Users Guide. Bently Nevada Display Module.
Bently Nevada Battery Installation Tool. Bently Nevada Input Connector. TC isolated external
termination blocks, terminal strip or euro style connectors. Bently Nevada VGA male-female
extension cable 20 ft. Bently Nevada Headers Connector Header. Connector Header, Internal
Termination, 9-position, Green. Connector Header Internal Termination 6-position Green. Bently
Nevada Training CD. Remote learning using System 1 scenarios on your own cloud-based
virtual machine such as VB Analyzers. Painted steel NEMA 4 weatherproof door for panel mount
display assembly. Recently Viewed. Quick Links. See also: Operator's Manual. Table of
Contents. Tractor Manuals Scotland. It is divided into three parts, "General", "Mechanism" and
"Servicing". General Information on the tractor identification, the general precautions,
maintenance check list, check and maintenance and special tools are described. Read these
instructions carefully. Do not smoke or allow flames or sparks in your working area. If a decal
becomes damaged, illegible or is not on the machine, replace it. The decal part number is listed
in the parts list. G-1 2. G-2 3. G-5 [3] FUSE G-5 4. G-7 5. Page General Precautions Screws, bolts
and nuts should be installed in their original position to prevent reassembly errors. Special
tools which are not frequently used should be made according to the drawings provided. When
installing battery cables, check for polarity and connect positive cable first. Page Lubricants,
Fuel And Coolant 6. Indication on top of EPA nonroad emission regulation. As the engine
owner, you are responsible for the performance of the required maintenance on the engine
according to the above instruction. Start and warm up the engine for approx. Page 32 3. Drain
the transmission fluid. After draining, screw in the drain plugs 1. After running the engine for a
few minutes, stop it and check the fluid level again, if low, add fluid prescribed level A. Page 33
3. Page 34 Make sure that the transmission fluid doesn't leak through the seal of the filter. Page
35 Page 36 5. Fill with the new oil up to the check plug 2 port. After filling, reinstall the check
plug 2 and filling port plug. See page G At first adjust the clutch pedal free travel, as is
mentioned above. Remove the cover located on the right side of flywheel housing case. Apply a
grease to the following position as figures. Test : Switch for the speed control pedal 1. W
Cleaning Air Cleaner Element 1. Remove the element 2. Loosen and remove the filter bowl, and
rinse the inside with kerosene. Take out the element and dip it in the kerosene to rinse. The fuel
line is subject to wear and aging, fuel may leak out onto the running engine, causing a fire.
Otherwise, the battery component parts may prematurely deteriorate, which may shorten the
battery's service life or cause an explosion. Keep open sparks and flames away from the battery
at all times, especially when charging the battery. See page G, Check to see that all lines and
hose clamps are tight and not damaged. If hose and clamps are found worn or damaged,
replace or repair them at once. Park the tractor on the flat place. Inflate the tires to the specified
pressure. Turn steering wheel so front wheels are in the straight ahead position. Lower the
implement, lock the parking brake and stop the engine. Detach the cover 1 , and apply bearing
grease. Then loosen cap slightly to the stop to relieve any excess pressure before removing cap
completely. When the fuel filter or lines are removed. When tank is completely empty. After the
tractor has not been used for a long period of time. The tractor electrical system is protected
from potential damage by fuses. A blown fuse indicates that there is an overload or short
somewhere in the electrical system. If any of the fuses should blow, replace with a new one of
the same capacity. Measuring: Green.. Pressure gauge full scale : More than Extracting tool mm
5. R40 mm R1. Chamfer 0. Chamfer 3 mm 0. Pinion Shaft Remover Application: Use for
removing a pinion shaft. Thus, check it everyday and inflate as necessary. To inflate the wheel
tires, use an air compressor or hand pump. To change the tread 1. Lift the rear tires off the
ground. Follow the illustrations below to get the desired tread width. Another way is to inject
water or another liquid, such as a calcium chloride solution in the tires. Turn the tire so that the
air valve is at the top. Remove the air valve, and attach the injector. Code No. Turn the tire so
that the air valve is at the bottom. Remove the air valve, and drain liquid liquid can only be
drained to the level of the valve and liquid under that level remains inside. Use with implements
which exceed the maximum specifications listed below, or which are otherwise unfit for use
with the KUBOTA Tractor may result in malfunctions or failures of the tractor, damage to other
property and injury to the operator or others. Load Capacity kg lbs Trailer Max. Drawbar Load
kg lbs Max. Cutting Width mm 72 in. Rotary-cutter Max. Weight kg lbs Max. Compression
Pressure 3. Idle Gear to Cam Gear Backlash 0. Oil Ring Ring Gap 0. For general use screws,
bolts and nuts : See page G Run the engine until it is warmed up. Stop the engine and
disconnect the 2P connector from the stop solenoid in order to inject fuel. Remove the head

cover, the glow plugs and the timing window cover on the clutch housing. Remove the cylinder
head. Move the piston and stick a strip of fuse on the piston head at three positions with grease.
Lower the piston and install the cylinder head. Use a new cylinder head gasket and tighten with
a specified tightening torque. Remove the engine oil pressure switch, and set an oil pressure
tester Code No. Start the engine. After warming up, measure the oil pressure of both idling and
rated speeds. Check the fan belt for damage. If the fan belt is damaged, replace it. Check if the
fan belt is worn and sunk in the pulley groove. Otherwise, hot water may gush out, scalding
nearby people. Remove the stop solenoid. Remove the injection pipes and nozzle. Set the speed
control lever to maximum fuel discharge position. If the fume from the nozzle directly contacts
the human body, cells may be destroyed and blood poisoning may be caused. Place an oil pan
underneath the engine. Remove the drain plugs 1 to drain oil. Place an oil pan underneath the
transmission case. Remove the drain plugs 1 at the bottom of the transmission case. Screw in
the drain plugs 1. Remove the steering wheel 1 with steering puller. Remove the throttle grip 2.
Disconnect the hour-meter cable from the engine. Remove the meter panel 3. Disconnect the
wiring 1 for the fuel sensor. Disconnect the key stop solenoid connector 3. Disconnect the
wiring 2 for the glow plug. Disconnect the 1P connector 4 for the water temperature sensor.
Check the engine and clutch housing case are securely mounted on the disassembling stands.
Remove the engine mounting screws, and separate the engine from the clutch housing case.
Disconnect the fuel pipe 4 and drain the fuel. Disconnect the return fuel pipe 2 , 3. Remove the
fuel tank mounting screws. Set the engine to the disassembling stand. Remove the cooling fan
1. Remove the alternator 3 and fan belt 2. Remove the overflow pipe assembly 5. Remove the
nozzle holder assemblies 2 using a 21 mm deep socket wrench. Remove the copper gasket and
heat seal 3. Remove the rocker arm bracket nuts. Detach the rocker arm assembly 1. Remove
the push rods 2. Remove the tappets 1 from the crankcase. If defect is found, replace tappets.
Remove the stop solenoid 4 and hi-idling body 1. Remove the engine stop lever 3 and stop
solenoid guide 6. Remove the fuel hose 7 , pump cover 5 and fuel injection pump assembly 2.
The tip of wire is bent like the hook to hang governor springs. Lock the flywheel not to turn
using the flywheel stopper. Remove the fan drive pulley mounting nut 1. Remove the fan drive
pulley 2 with gear puller 3. Remove the external snap ring. Detach the idle gear collar. Detach
the idle gear 2. Remove the fuel feed pump 8 and hydraulic pump drive gear 9. Detach the fuel
camshaft stopper 1. Remove the three fork lever holder mounting screws 2. Remove the oil pan
mounting screws. Remove the oil pan 1 by lightly tapping the rim of the pan with a wooden
hammer. Completely clean carbon 1 in the cylinders. Remove the connecting rod cap 3. Turn
the flywheel and bring the piston to top dead center. Draw out the piston upward by lightly
tapping it from the bottom of the crankcase with the grip of a hammer. Remove the piston rings
using a piston ring tool Code No. Remove the piston pin 1 , and separate the connecting rod 7
from the piston 2. Fit the stopper to the flywheel 1. Remove the all flywheel screws 2. Remove
the flywheel 1 slowly. Also check it during reassembling. Remove the main bearing case screw
2 1. Pull out the crankshaft assembly, taking care not to damage the crankshaft bearing 1.
Remove the two main bearing case screws 1, and remove the main bearing case assembly
being careful with thrust bearing and crankshaft bearing. Remove the main bearing case 1, 2 as
above. Remove the thermostat cover mounting screws, and remove the thermostat cover 1.
Remove the thermostat assembly 3. Clean the cylinder head surface. Clean the cylinder head
surface 1 , valve face and valve seat. Insert the valve into the valve guide. Measure the valve
recessing with a depth gauge. If the measurement exceeds the allowable limit, replace the valve.
Remove carbon from the valve guide section. Measure the valve stem O. Measure the valve
guide I. Coat the valve face lightly with prussian blue and put the valve on its seat to check the
contact. Apply compound evenly to the valve lapping surface. Lap the valve onto its seat with a
valve flapper or screwdriver. After lapping the valve, wash the compound away and apply oil,
then repeat valve lapping with oil. Measure the rocker arm shaft O. Measure the rocker arm I. Set
a dial indicator lever type with its tip on the gear tooth. Move the gear to measure the backlash,
holding its mating gear. Support the camshaft with V blocks on the surface plate at both end
journals. Set a dial indicator with its tip on the intermediate journal. Measure the camshaft
alignment. Measure the idle gear shaft O. Measure the idle gear bushing I. Measure the piston
pin O. Measure the small end bushing I. Insert the piston ring into the lower part of the liner the
least worn out part with the piston. Measure the ring gap with a feeler gauge. If the gap exceeds
the allowable limit, replace the ring. Install the piston pin into the connecting rod. Set a dial
indicator with its tip on the end of the crankshaft. Measure the side clearance by moving the
crankshaft to the front and rear. Clean the crankpin and crankpin bearing. Put a strip of
plastigage on the center of the crankpin. Install the connecting rod cap and tighten the
connecting rod screws to the specified torque, and remove the cap again. Measure the O.
Measure the I. Press out the used crankshaft bearing 1 2 using a crankshaft bearing 1 replacing

tool. When installing 1. Clean a new crankshaft bearing 1 2 and crankshaft journal bore, and
apply engine oil to them. Put a strip of plastigage on the center of the journal. Install the bearing
case and tighten the baring case screws 1 to the specified torque, and remove the bearing case
again. Check the wear on the crankshaft sleeve 1. If the wear exceeds the allowable limit or
when the engine oil leaks, replace the crankshaft sleeve 1. Get the difference Maximum wear
between the maximum and the minimum I. When the cylinder is worn beyond the allowable limit,
bore and hone it to the specified dimension. Factory Oversize cylinder I. Measure the clearance
between lobes of the inner rotor and the outer rotor with a feeler gauge. Measure the clearance
between the outer rotor and the pump body with a feeler gauge. Page L tractor is equipped with
the dry single plate type clutch. L tractor is equipped with the dual stage type clutch. Page 2
Separating Clutch Assembly Pressure Plate to Adjusting Bolt Clearance 1. Pressure Plate to
Adjusting Bolt Clearance 0. Stop the engine and remove the key. Slightly depress the clutch
pedal and measure free travel at top of pedal stroke. Remove the release fork 1 mounting screw
2. Draw out the clutch lever 3 to remove the release fork 1. Remove the hub return spring 6. Put
parting marks on the clutch cover and pressure plate. Mount the clutch on dual stage clutch
exclusive tool Code No. Mount the clutch disc to the main shaft. Hold the main shaft so that it
does not turn. Wash the disassembling parts except clutch disc with a suitable cleaning solvent
to remove dirt and grease before making inspection and adjustment. Check friction surface of
pressure plate and flywheel for scoring or roughness. Place a straightedge on the pressure
plate and measure clearance with a feeler gauge at several points. If the clearance exceeds the
allowable limit, replace it. When the pressure plate is worn around its outside and its inside
surface only is in contact with the straightedge, replace even if the clearance is within the
allowable limit. Mount the dual stage clutch exclusive tool Code No. Measure the clearance
between gauge ring and the top of adjusting screw with a feeler gauge. If the clearance is not
within the factory specifications, adjust with the adjusting screws. Page 3 Separating
Transmission Case Gear to Spline Clearance 0. Page Tightening Torques to Differential case
cover mounting screw Remove the clutch housing mounting screws. Disconnect the PTO safety
switch connectors 1. Separate the clutch housing from the transmission case. When
reassembling Remove the top link 1. Remove the lift rod 2. Remove the lower link 3. Remove the
fender support 1 , 2 , 3 , 5. Disconnect the delivery pipe 4. Loosen and remove the hydraulic
cylinder assembly mounting screws and nuts. Support the hydraulic cylinder assembly with
nylon lift strap and hoist, and then take out it. Loosen and remove the brake case mounting
screws and nuts. Separate the brake case, tapping the brake case lever lightly. Remove the
main shaft case 1. Remove the stopper plate 2. Remove the bearing cover 3. Draw out the 16T
gear shaft 1 to the front. Draw out the PTO transmitted shaft assembly 1 to the rear with sliding
hammer 2. Remove the internal snap ring 6. Remove the PTO safety switch 1 , 2. Remove the
bolt 3 and take out the spring and ball. Tap out the spring pin 4. Remove the shift rod and shift
fork. Remove the external snap ring 1 and oneway clutch 2. Tap out the PTO counter shaft 5 to
the front to take off bearing cover 7. Tap out the spring pin 1. Remove the guide plate 2. Remove
the lock nut 3 and lock bolt 4. Remove the pinion bearing cover 6 and shims 5. Remove the
bearing 1 and 16 with bearing puller. Remove the external snap ring 2 and Remove the shift fork
12 and 31T gear 3. Remove the pinion shaft 1 and PTO drive shaft assembly 8. Secure the
differential gear in a vise. Remove the ball bearing with a puller. Remove the differential lock
shifter. Remove the spiral bevel gear. If it is no longer serviceable, replace it. Then, also replace
the spiral bevel pinion. Remove the front drive case. Remove the oil seal 1. Tap out the propeller
shaft 1 3 to the front. Take out the shift gear 6. Remove the differential case cover 3. Remove the
differential side gear 1 and differential side gear washer 2. Draw out the differential pinion shaft
2 5 , and take out the differential pinion 3 and differential pinion washer 4. Draw out the
differential pinion shaft 1 , and take out the differential pinion 2 and differential pinion washer.
Set a dial indicator lever type on one of the tooth faces. Clamp the mating gear. Measure
backlash by turning the gear to be measured. Hold the inner race, and push and pull the outer
race in all directions to check for wear and roughness. Apply transmission fluid to the bearing,
and hold the inner race. Measure free length of spring with vernier caliper. If the free length is
less than the allowable limit, replace. Set the dial indicator lever type with its finger on the tooth
surface. Measure the backlash by fixing the 8T spiral bevel pinion and moving the bevel gear by
hand. A Proper Contact Measure the bore I. Measure the differential side gear boss O. Secure
the differential case in a vise. Set a dial indicator lever type on the tooth of the differential side
gear. H3-M1 2. H3-M2 1 Structure H3-M5 1 Neutral H3-M5 2 Forward H3-M6 3 Reverse The
traveling system is chiefly composed of hydrostatic transmission section, range gear shift
section and front wheel drive section. It changes the speed to five position L, N, M, N and H by
shifting of shift gear 3 in the straight line on shaft 2. H3-S1 2. H3-S5 3. H3-S6 4. Push the cruise
control lever 1 into maximum tied position. After that pull it 50 mm 2 in. Measure the force

needed to move the cruise control lever back into the maximum position at the top of the lever
grip 2. Disengage the front wheel drive lever. Drive only rear wheels. Set the cruise control to
"OFF" position. HST pedal is neutral position. Check to see that the length A of HST neutral rod
5 is specified length. Check to see that the threaded portion of wire 3 rear side is set at center
position. If not, set by lock nuts 2. Disconnect the battery negative cable. Disconnect the
connector for head light. Remove bonnet 1 and side cover 2. Remove the front cover 3.
Disconnect the wiring 2 for alternator. Disconnect the wiring 3 for starter motor. Disconnect the
1P connector 5 for engine oil switch. Remove the shutter plate 4. Remove the screw 4 then tap
out the spring pin 3. Slide the propeller shaft cover 1 5 to the front and the cover 2 6 to the rear.
Place the disassembling stand under the clutch housing case. Remove the clutch housing and
MID case mounting screws. Separate the clutch housing and MID case. Remove the release fork
mounting screws 2. Remove the shaft case mounting screws. Screw down the two M6 screws
into the shaft case 1. Take out the shaft case 1. Remove the port block mounting hex. Pull and
remove the port block 1 from HST housing. Remove the motor swashplate setting hex. Remove
the motor cylinder block assembly 3 with a motor shaft 2. Remove the hex. Remove the spring 2
and valve poppet 3. Remove the screw 1. Tap out the PTO counter shaft 2. Remove the shift fork
3 and sub shaft assembly 4. Remove the 13T gear shaft assembly 5. Tap out the spring pin 6
and remove the screw 8 , spring 3 and lever 7. Remove the PTO clutch cam 4 and shift fork 5.
Remove the spacer mounting screws. Separate the spacer 1 from the transmission case.
Remove the 16T gear shaft assembly 2. Remove the pinion shaft assembly 3 and PTO drive
shaft assembly 4. Check the charge pump housing and the rotor 1 , 2 for scratches and wear. If
scratch or worn, replace the charge pump complete assembly. Lift the pistons gently with the
retainer plate 1. Check the pistons for their free movement in the cylinder block bores. If the
piston or the cylinder block bore is scored, replace cylinder block assembly. Remove the ROPS
upper frame 1. Remove the ROPS lower frame 2. They are operated by the brake pedals through
the mechanical linkages. Right and Left Less than 5mm â€” Difference 0. Brake Pedal Shaft to
Bushing Clearance 0. Release the parking brake. Remove the position control lever guide 1.
Remove the rear fender support 2. Remove the suction pipe 3. Remove the brake rod 4.
Separate the brake case 6 , tapping the brake cam lever 5. Place the cam plate on the surface
plate. Use a feeler gauge of 0. Measure the flatness diagonally at more than four locations. Front
Wheel Axial Sway Less than 5 mm â€” Differential Case I. Shim Thickness 0. Jack up the front
side of tractor. Set a spring balance to the front axle flange. Measure the front axle rocking
force. If the measurement is not within the factory specifications, adjust with the adjusting
screw 1. Page Preparation Front axle case oil Capacity 4. Remove the breather pipe 1. Place the
disassembling stand under the front axle, and hang up the front bumper by the hoist to support
it. Place the disassembling stand under the transmission case. Remove the tie-rod with the
tie-rod end lifter. Remove the front wheel. Remove the knuckle arm 1 and draw out the knuckle
shaft 4 from the front axle. Remove the plug 4. Remove the internal snap ring 3 and shim 2.
Remove the axle flange 1. Tap out the bevel gear 6 and ball bearing. Remove the internal snap
ring 1. Take out the bevel gears 5 , 7 with ball bearings 4 , 6 , collar 2 and shims 3. Take out the
differential yoke shaft 11 , 12 both sides. Remove the oil seal 6 and internal snap ring 5. Remove
the plug 10 , and then tap out the spiral bevel pinion shaft 3 by the brass rod and hammer.
Remove the differential case cover mounting screws 9 and then take out the differential case
cover 5 , ball bearing 6 and spiral bevel gear 7 as a unit. Remove the external snap ring 8 , and
then remove the ball bearing 6 and spiral bevel gear 7 as a unit with a puller. Measure the front
axle middle boss O. Measure the differential case bore I. Set a dial gauge lever type on a tooth
of the differential pinion. Fix the differential side gear and move the differential pinion to
measure the backlash. Set a dial gauge lever type with its finger on the spline of spiral bevel
pinion shaft. Measure the backlash by moving the spiral bevel pinion shaft by hand lightly. Stick
a strip of fuse to three spots on the 42T bevel gear 1 with grease. Fix the axle flange and front
gear case. Measure the front axle case bosses O. Measure the bracket bushing I. This steering
system is composed of steering wheel, steering joint shafts, steering gear box and other
components shown in the figure. There is no gap between the input shaft 1 and sleeve 3. This
makes no pressure difference between the chambers "a" Relief Valve SteeringPressure 8. Turn
the front wheels straight ahead. Rotate the steering wheel lightly by hand, and measure the play
A. If the play A is not within the factory specifications, turn the adjusting screw 1 to adjust.
Remove the bumper. Remove the tie-rods with the tie-rod end lifter. In this case, take special
case not to damage the tie-rod end nut slotted nut. Turn the input shaft clockwise and
counterclockwise several time to drain oil from gear box. Secure the power steering gear box
with a vise. Remove the nut and spring washer. Remove the valve mounting screws. Remove
the valve assembly 1 and ball nut 2. Loosen the lock nut 5 and remove the adjusting screw 4.
Take out the spring 2 and poppet 1. See page 8-S8. Set a dial indicator with its finger on the

worm shaft of the ball nut assembly. Move the worm shaft axially and measure the play. When
the position control lever is moved to the LIFT position, the control arm 2 rotates to the arrow.
Therefore, the spool drive lever 1 moves around the fulcrum P and pull the spool 3 opening the
LIFT circuit. Remove the support 3 mounting screw. Remove the screw 2. Remove the joint
shaft 1. Hydraulic pump delivery Factory spec. Above Factory spec. Hydraulic pump delivery at
rated pressure Remove the delivery pipe joint bolt from front hydraulic block. Install the adaptor
E. Then connect the cable and pressure gauge to adaptor E. Set the position control lever 1 to
the lowest position. Start the engine, and after warming-up, set the engine speed to idle. Move
the position control lever 1 to the uppermost position. Remove the side cover 1. Remove the
steering joint shaft 5. Disconnect the suction hose 3. Disconnect the return hose 8. If the pump
temperature should rise noticeably during running-in, recheck shoul be performed. Remove the
pump cover mounting screw 7. Remove the drive gear 6 , driven gear 2 and side plate 3 from the
casing. Remove the seat 1. Remove the grip 2 , 4 , 7. Remove the auxiliary change lever guide 3
and position control lever guide 6. Remove the center cover 5. Remove the lowering speed
adjusting valve from hydraulic cylinder block. Tap out the spring pin 8 , and remove the grip 5.
Remove the internal snap ring 4 , and remove the hydraulic adjusting shaft 2. Disconnect the
position control rod from feedback lever. Remove the lift arm setting screws. Draw out the
hydraulic arm shaft 5 and right lift arm 6 as a unit. Loosen and remove the position control valve
mounting screws. Take out the position control valve 1. Do not disassemble them unless
necessary. If disassembled due to unavoidable reasons, be sure to make the following
adjustments before assembling. Remove the plug 9 , and draw out the spring 5 and the poppet
4. Take out the valve seat 3. Measure the gear shaft O. Measure the bushing I. Measurement the
hydraulic arm shaft O. Measurement the bushing I. If the clearance exceeds the allowable limit.
White R Blue Y Yellow 0. Green 92 0. Mica Undercut 0. Check the specific gravity of the
electrolyte in each cell with a hydrometer. When the electrolyte temperature differs from that at
which the hydrometer was calibrated, correct the specific gravity reading following the formula
mentioned in Reference. Measure the voltage with a voltmeter across the connector B terminal
and chassis. If the voltage differs from the battery voltage 11 to 14 V , the wiring harness is
faulty. Measure the resistance with an ohmmeter across the B terminal and the G terminal, and
across the B terminal and the AC terminal. Disconnect the HST neutral switch connector.
Remove the HST neutral switch 1. Push the switch and measure the resistance between
terminal 1 and 2, and between terminal 3 and 4. Remove the seat. Disconnect the seat switch
connector 3. Change the sensor bar angle 1 and measure the resistance between connector
terminals, referring to the table below. Measure the voltage across the B terminal and chassis. If
the voltage differs from the battery voltage, check the battery's cable. Open the panel board and
remove the starter relay. Apply battery voltage between terminal 2 and 4, and check for
continuity between terminal 1 and 3. If 0 ohm is not indicated, renew the starter relay.
Disconnect the 2P connector from engine stop solenoid. Turn the main switch key to the "ON"
position. Measure the voltage between the terminal 1, terminal 2 and body. Turn the main switch
off. Disconnect the 4P connector from glow relay. Measure the voltage across the terminal 3
Positive and chassis Negative. If the voltage differs from the battery voltage, the wiring harness
is faulty. Turn the main switch OFF. Measure the voltage between the B terminal 1 and the
chassis. Turn the main switch ON. Measure the voltage between the IG terminal 3 and the
chassis. Remove the panel board 1 , and disconnect the combination switch connector 8A 3
after turning the main switch OFF position. Perform the following checkings. Disconnect the
connector 8P from the combination switch. Set the light switch to the OFF position. Measure the
resistance with an ohmmeter across the B1 terminal to the T terminal, the B1 terminal to the 1
terminal and the B1 terminal to the 2 terminal. Disconnect the connector 8A from the
combination switch. Measure the voltage with a voltmeter across the connector B2 terminal and
chassis when the main switch is ON position. Disconnect the connector from the hazard unit 1.
Measure the voltage with a voltmeter across the h terminal and chassis. Disconnect the
connecting lead 9 from the magnet switch 8. Remove the screws 6 , and then separate the end
frame 4 , yoke 2 and armature 1. Secure the hexagonal end of the pulley shaft with a doubleended ratchet wrench as shown in the figure, loosen the pulley nut with a socket wrench and
remove it. Remove the four screws holding the rectifier and the stator lead wires. Remove the
rectifier 1. Unscrew the two nuts and two screws holding the drive end frame and the rear end
frame. Press out the bearing from drive end frame 3 with a press and jig 1. Check the contact
face of the commutator for wear, and grind the commutator with emery paper if it is slightly
worn. Measure the commutator O. Check the continuity across the brush holder and the holder
support with an ohmmeter. If it conducts, replace the brush holder. Brush holder â€” Resistance
Infinity Holder support Check the bearing for smooth rotation. If it does not rotate smoothly,
replace it. W Stator 1. Measure the resistance across each lead of the stator coil with an

ohmmeter. Measure the brush length with vernier calipers. If the measurement is less than
allowable limit, replace it. Make sure that the brush moves smoothly. If the brush is defective,
replace it. This manual is also suitable for: L Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete.
Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from
URL. You can't rely on the Phone Company to test phone lines for you. They don't care whether
your customer is happy or not! Most analog ports on newer Phone Systems don't do a good job
of emulating a real phone line. Our testing devices are small, light, and inexpensive. They pay
for themselves in the time you save diagnosing ONE problem, but you'll own them forever!
There's a pretty good chance that everything you need to know about fixing a customer's phone
line or analog station port is on this page. With this information and the results of your tests,
you can do battle with the Phone Company. Without this knowledge and the results of the tests,
the Phone Company will probably ignore you - whether it's their problem or not. If you have a
digital meter you're ahead of the game! Our inexpensive Network Meter does a great job. What's
the first thing NOT to do? Our Troubleshooting Basics Technical Bulletin will give you some
hints on how to find what's causing the problem. Our Longitudinal Imbalance Tech Bulletin will
help you find really strange problems caused by AC that's induced onto trunks or station ports.
Our Ring Voltage Tech Bulletin explains taking AC ring voltage meter readings, the problems
you'll see with ring voltage, and how to solve them. Our CPC Tech Bulletin will give you some
things to look for if you're having a problem with trunks or ports locking up, or a bunch of
garbage at the end of voicemail messages. Especially where a cheap Caller ID box works, but
your expensive new phone system doesn't! Our Data Noise Tech Bulletin tells you about
problems with fake phone lines coming from boxes, which put out data noise above voice
frequencies that interferes with some phone systems. Our Crosstalk Tech Bulletin shows you
how to determine where the crosstalk is coming from. Our Conference Call Tech Bulletin tells
you how to make conference calls where the two outside parties can hear each other! Our Echo
Elimination Tech Bulletin tells you how to diagnose where the echo is coming from, and how to
try to eliminate it. Our Electrical Grounding Tech Bulletin explains what you can do about your
telephone equipment blowing up in storms, even with surge protection. Our inexpensive tools
and FREE technical information will augment your meter, letting you fix the problem as quickly
as possible. It's a good idea to take these readings on the customer's phone lines before you
sell the system. They might not work right with a particular phone system, or a particular
feature. It's better to know before you sell the system! The first step in fixing the problem is
usually as simple as finding what's different about the line s that's having the problem,
compared to others lines that work OK , or that same system working OK at another premise.
Just fill in this chart to see what's different Important: Normal readings are listed in the
Diagnostic Table above after the description, in parenthesis. All of the gizmos we have fix a
specific problem. If a symptom could be caused by two things, Murphy's Law says that if you
just pick one without taking measurements, the problem will be caused by the other thing, that a
different gizmo fixes. Read our Tech Bulletins! Taking meter readings will really help when you
call tech support for the brand of phone system you're working on. The tech support guy may
need you to take readings to help you fix a strange problem on their system. However frustrated
you feel, the tech support guy is a lot more frustrated! Never use your new Meter or Tester for
the first time at a site with a problem! Once you know what the readings are supposed to look
like fill out the Telephone Line Diagnostic Table for premises that don't have problems , you'll
feel confident using a tester to solve your customer's problems. Here's an Index of the items on
this page It's unlikely you'll need all of the boosters unless the pair is very long, or the analog
station port is particularly weak. It works like Load Coils, but load coils have to be placed at
specific locations along the pair in the field. And it doesn't need power on either end. Please
note that measuring ring voltage isn't easy! No two makes and models of meters will read the
same on the same line they could be as much as 10 volts off , and some modern digital meters
just won't read AC voltage on a phone line, which always has DC talk battery on it too.
Increases the Loop Current to a Regulated 27ma. The off-hook DC voltage would be the same as
any phone line with 27ma of loop current. Some phone companies no longer offer any
conditioning for an OPX. It will simply pass the line through. One switch red button is flipped on
initial installation to match the polarity of the line. Do not substitute a different power
transformer! Phone Orders at , or this particular item can be ordered Online:. Comes with
sandman. We have another version farther down the page that provides Grounded Ringing
which references the tip side of the line to Ground using a ground wire. That's enough for more
than 7 of the old style sets with bell ringers. Each of those phones uses 1 REN. It regenerates
the ringing of the telephone line or station port, matching the ring pattern very closely. It does
not change the talk battery voltage or loop current, and does not provide any audio gain. A lot
of modern telecom devices do a poor job of emulating a real phone line, and have pretty bad

ringing! The telephone company normally provides 5 REN of ringing on a telephone line. You
need to know how many REN you're putting on a phone line or adapter. The REN value is
marked on the bottom of each modern phone. Has Modular Jacks for easy connection to the
telephone line or station port, and the telephones. Phone Orders at , or this item can be ordered
Online:. Populate in 5 Line Increments! Increases Ringing Current to 7. It does not change the
talk battery voltage or DC loop current, and does not provide any audio gain. It just boosts the
Ring Voltage and Current. Nothing else. It's populated in 5 line increments. Each Ring Generator
Module puts out 7. If only one of the five ports associated with a Ring Generator Module is
ringing, it will get the full 7. If two ports are ringing at the same time, each port will split the 7.
Likewise, if three, four or all five ports are ringing simultaneously, they will all split the available
7. If all five ports ring at the same time, there will be plenty of current to ring all five. Holds Order
a modular version of the Line Card you think you need to make sure it fixes your problem before
you order a 25 Line Telephony Chassis and the Cards. Click on the Modular Version below to
see an explanation of what kinds of problems these Line Cards fix, and any associated Tech
Bulletins:. The electronics are exactly the same as the Modular Versions of the Line Cards
above. Be sure to buy a single line Modular Version to see if it will help before ordering a 25
Line Chassis and the Line Cards. The 25 Line Telephony Chassis is placed in-series with up to
25 analog station ports or phone lines and the phone equipment. One of the Line Card types is
needed in a particular line position for the line to go in and out of the chassis. All of the other
types of Line Cards do not need power. The power jack in the front isn't used in the field. The
Modular and Line Card versions are the same so it doesn't matter which you use at either end.
Add this ringer into ANY phone! Will ring on any ring voltage, current and waveform! Since it's
electronic not a mechanical ringer - there's no clapper being activated by electro-magnets like
in a real bell , it's likely to ring on even the crummiest ring voltage of modern phone systems
and devices disconnect the old bell! The sound is adjustable from a slow low pitch warble to a
fast high pitch warble with a small pot on the board not adjustable from outside the phone.
Variable pitch makes it easy to identify different phones that are near each other as does our
Large LED Ringing Indicator. Tiny Ringer is 1. Comes with double stick tape to mount it inside
the phone. No volume control. This piezo electronic ringer sounds great. A great and
inexpensive replacement for the real bells in a phone that won't ring on newer phone systems.
Works the same way as load coils do to increase the gain on a line, but you don't need to place
them in the outside plant. One at the near end, one at the far end, and that's it! Increases the
gain at the far end without an amplifier, larger gauge wires, or power at either end. Most phone
companies no longer offer any conditioning for an OPX. They won't install repeaters or
condition the line for you. Nothing can be bridged on the line between the two units. The set
contains two of the same devices. It doesn't matter which one is put at which end they're both
the same. Connect one at each end, and that's it! High Loop Current problems are causing
service calls Greater than 35ma Loop Current symptoms include:. Loop Current Tester. That's
it! Because the Loop Current Tester goes anywhere across the line, our customers have told us
that they find it a lot faster than getting out their digital meter and connecting it in-series with
the line. Instructions and a diagram to measure loop current with a regular digital meter are in
our Loop Current and Circuit Loss Tech Bulletin. Same features as our Loop Current Tester
above. Test Circuit Loss with One Button! If a user at a customer says they can't hear on a call
occasionally , there's not much you can do about it. It's probably the long distance provider on
one end or the other. If only a single user at a customer is complaining that they can't hear on a
regular basis, an Amplified Handset will probably help that user. If all or several users are
complaining that they can't hear on a lot of calls , or that the outside party can't hear them, it's
time to do some testing to see what's wrong. I've personally carried one brand or another of a
Circuit Loss Tester for many years. I don't know how a repairman can figure out what's going on
without one, and Can't Hear complaints are pretty common. If you're a repairman , you'll have a
pretty good idea of how a phone line sounds just by listening to it in your Butt-set, since that's
what you do for a living. If the line is low, you really need to know how low it is , so you can go
to battle with the Phone Company. I always call the same number. My ear seems to have a pretty
good idea of how loud it should be depending on how far I am from downtown. This works on
both a Butt-Set and a regular telephone handset. I press the handset to my ear to make a good
seal, and then I rock it forwards a little to break the seal. It's pretty accurate as a first test. If it
sounds low, I continue on to taking a Circuit Loss Reading. You need to measure the Circuit
Loss of the phone lines in order to go to battle with the Phone Company. They aren't going to
do anything about it unless you have some numbers to force them to take action and even then
they may ignore you. Circuit Loss is measured between the local Central Office CO that the
lines are working out of, and the customer's premise. The CO sends out a cycle tone at 0db, and
it's measured at the customer's demarc using a meter that reads the db level. Whatever the

reading is, is the Circuit Loss on that line. If it reads That loss is usually just the result of the
resistance of the length of small copper wires. The farther the wires go, the lower the volume at
the premise. Keep in mind that electrically, there are two parts of a phone line - the DC voltage
and current, and the AC voltage audio measured in db. The AC audio on a phone line rides
on-top of the DC talk battery. While they're related, they don't always follow each other.
Generally speaking, anything below a The phone company doesn't have to do anything about
bringing up the level on the line until it's below At that point, it's really hard to hear , and very
annoying for the customer. I've never heard anyone complain about a line that had a It's very
difficult and expensive to amplify a 2 wire phone line. It's a lot better to let the Phone Company
do it! The Circuit Loss Tester is easy to use:. No batteries to worry about. That means that you
use two phone lines. You put a Tone Generator on one line at the same premise , and call it from
the line you're testing. See our 1KC Tone Generator below. The 1KC Tone Generator sends out
a cycle tone at 0db , and gives you a short period of silence stutters every 10 seconds Just like
the Phone Company's Tone. It answers the line automatically on the first ring, and will hang-up
as soon as it sees a CPC signal. If you use the 1KC Tone from another CO , it's impossible to
get the correct reading because there is always an unknown amount of loss between two or
more COs. The 1KC Tone Generator is easy to use:. It's Line Powered, and it's Automatic! Need
to know what kind of Central Office the Phone Company is using? How about the address of the
Central Office? Click Here to do a CO Lookup! You'll also find all of the exchanges in that
Central Office the actual CO switch could have many exchanges, allowing it to go over 10,
phone numbers , and find all of the other COs colocated at that address there could be several.
Keep in mind that with the advent of Portability , there is no way to tell whether a particular
phone number has been ported to another Phone Company without asking your customer if
they know! You could try dialing 0 for the Operator , but it seems like most are now in India, and
don't know who they're answering the line for they just say they're the Operator. If you use the
local Phone Company's 1KC Tone on a phone number that's been ported to another Phone
Company's switch, the readings probably won't be accurate. If you know the test numbers for
some of the COs in your area, you can look up that CO, and then enter the information into a
form. We'll test them we don't want to keep calling someone's Grandmother! Since the database
lists each CO individually, we need the information on specific COs. Although we can try to put
general notes in the listing that will apply to an entire city, state or area code, the most useful
information is specific test numbers for a particular CO. At this point, we don't have a lot of test
numbers, but we're hoping that will change quickly! In the Chicago area, and are popular for the
1KC tone, and or for Silent Termination. If you know the common four digit station numbers that
a particular Phone Company uses, you may be able to figure out the test number you need by
trying those four digits with all the exchanges shown for that CO in CO Lookup like XXX Since
there are usually several exchanges working out of larger COs, the test numbers will only be on
one of the exchanges. As an example , if you do a CO Lookup on the exchange, you'll find that
there are quite a few exchanges working out of that CO they all have the same CLLI code.
Neither or give you a 1KC Tone , but if you try each of the exchange codes in that CO, when you
get to you'll find that gives your a 1KC Tone. Note that on the list of exchanges working out of
the same CO, there can be more than one area code in a Central Office. In the case of the CO
that has the exchange, there are several area code exchanges. This is usually the result of area
code splits , where the line between the two area codes went right through the area where a
single Central Office served several cities. When you need to do a CO Lookup , you'll find it
right at the top of our main page at Just like the Phone Company's Quiet Line. Because there
are no levels involved, you can put this at your office, on one of the customer's phone lines
temporarily , or on any phone line with CPC so it will hang-up automatically. Although
Interconnect phone men seldom have to take noise or power influence readings, those readings
would only be valid dialing a Quiet Line at the CO the line is working out of. While you could do
a Loop Around Test for noise, we don't provide a worksheet for determining the noise on a line.
I couldn't do repair without having a Quiet Line to call. There are so many cases with static and
noise problems that I use the Quiet Line all the time. There are also Sweep lines, that slowly
step up from about hz to hz, so you can check the loss at various frequencies. Interconnects
seldom if ever need to check the loss at anything other than 1KC. No dip switches, no meter,
just plug it in! It can also be hardwired to a 66 Block by cutting the twisted pair cable going to
the modular plug in the middle, and punching the one pair from each of the two cut ends down
to the 66 Block the plug side to the phone line, and the Regulator side to the phone equipment.
Sometimes you've just got to reduce the Loop Current to see if the problem clears. The reason
that high Loop Current causes different problems on different systems, and different problems
depending on how high the Loop Current is, is that high Loop Current produces heat. Once the
electronic components in a circuit get hotter than what they're rated to work at, strange

problems start popping up. The problems are going to be different on every different model and
brand of phone system, and at different premises, because there will be more or less Loop
Current effecting different sets of components in the various systems. If you need to test loop
current to see if it's high or low, use a meter with a DC ma range or use our Loop Current
Tester. It can also be hardwired to a 66 Block by cutting the twisted pair cable going to the
modular plug in the middle, and punching the two pairs on each of the cut ends down to the 66
Block the plug side to the phone line, and the Regulator side to the phone equipment. They
won't fit on a 66B block. Connects in-series between the telephone line or analog station port on
the left side of the 66 Block, and the telephone equipment on the right side of the 66 Block. If
you need to test one line in the middle of a bunch of lines, it can be hard to get your Butt-set
clips on the 66 block. Attach your Butt-set to the clips on the front, and push the red switch to
open the line and disconnect the equipment during testing. Remember that the phone line
always comes in on the left on an RJX block, and the CPE equipment is always on the right.
Loop Current Attenuator. Our Loop Current Attenuator lets you reduce the Loop Current on a
line by flipping one or more of the four DIP switches, as you watch a meter or Loop Current
Tester for the current to get down to between 23 and 27ma. There are no electronics in this
Attenuator. There are only passive electronic components. Boxes that provide fake phone lines
often put out Data Noise in frequencies above voice frequencies. We're talking about the fake
phone lines you get from the cable company, the phone company who gave up on copper and is
switching to fiber with a fake phone line, and some boxes from Internet providers who give you
telephone service with Internet service. You can't hear the Data Noise , but the real data from
the CPU in the telephone or telephone equipment is sometimes clobbered by the Data Noise, so
the phone equipment does strange stuff. What strange stuff? It's going to be different on every
piece of phone equipment. Maybe nothing, maybe stuff you've never seen go wrong before.
There's no way to know. We now have two versions of the Data Noise Filter Which one do you
need? I don't know! You need to carry them both! There's no way to know which one will work
until you try. This isn't an exact science since all of the makes and models of the boxes that
provide fake phone lines work differently. It will save a ton of chasing your tail and replacing the
KSU, etc. They're cheap and easy to try. Multi-line KSU-less phones, like the ones you buy at
the office supply or big box store, normally communicate with each other on Line 1 between
phones. They send data at frequencies above the voice frequencies The result? The phones
can't communicate with each other and the lights, intercom and ringing often don't work or is
intermittent on the phones. The only way you'll know if Data Noise is your problem is to put one
of our Data Noise Filters on the jack on the fake phone line box, not in-front of any phone:. One
may work, the other might not. There's no way to know until you try them! The PLUS version
uses a different technology from our Regular version, and covers lower frequency noise.
Passes 1 Line through the RJ Jacks. This is the Regular version. Passes 2 Lines through the RJ
Jacks. Comes with Beanies to splice the wires, or punch one side down to the block and beanie
on the pair you just removed from the block so it's in-series. Comcode Recommended by
Avaya. Comes with D4BU 2 foot cord for proper polarity. Reduce Cut-offs. It only seems like
Magic! Some modem problems are caused by common mode noise and spikes on the phone
line. You can't hear these noises, but they affect:. Because of the Modem Filter's design, it also
stops common mode spikes on the line that can damage your modem. Plug the Modem Filter
into the modem, and plug the line cord into the Modem Filter. Modem Disconnects? So what
happens? Or on an Industrial Modem Automatically regulates the loop current from the phone
company or a PBX to 25ma. Protects your modem if you accidentally plug it into a digital phone
jack that was not designed for analog phones or modems. Also works on fax modems, fax
machines and phones that have problems with high loop current. Includes lightning and surge
protection for your modem, and even the phone that's plugged in with it! Small and lightweight
with a 6' flexible modular line cord, it stores easily in your laptop's case. Allows for fastest data
connection possible. Helps stop garbled data and disconnects. Buy one now, or wait until you
blow up your modem when you need it most! Matches telephone equipment to the phone line to
reduce echo and fix DTMF recognition problems. Makes up for impedance mismatches between
the phone line and the trunk card's hybrid transformer. VoIP phone systems are most likely to
have echo problems because of the time it takes to convert analog to VoIP packets. It's difficult
to detect improperly placed load coils, and most phone companies will ignore a trouble call like
this. When you hit a trunk in the CO without an echo canceller, you hear echo on that call.
There's nothing that a technician can do to fix that problem, unless the phone company will
help unlikely! The technician can listen for the echo by either calling in to the system from
another line, or using a phone on the system to call out. It's modular in and out direction
doesn't matter, use either mod jack. In the old days, telephone system manufacturers often put
jumpers on the trunk card, or allowed the technician to choose a or ohm termination in

programming to match the impedance of the phone line. Many manufacturers have stopped
giving technicians that option, which has made it impossible to get rid of problems caused by
the impedance mismatch. Today, simply choosing or ohms may not be enough. If there are
improperly placed load coils on a line, it might take or ohms to best match the impedance of the
line to the phone system's hybrid. There are no testers that are easily used in the field to allow a
technician to determine the impedance of the telephone line or CPE equipment. Changing the
impedance of the line can correct quite a few problems:. But it's Close! There's only so much
echo that a phone system's echo canceller will eliminate. If you hear echo for the first second or
two of a call, the built-in echo canceller is training itself. None of those settings work for him on
that system, but he said he learned to set it at ohms and let the Echo Stopper match the
impedance of the line to the trunk card in the system. He said not to leave it on Auto! He said it
takes about 20 seconds after going off hook for the echo to go away using the Echo Stopper if
the system is set to Auto. If you'd like more information on how the impedance of the phone
system, analog station port or phone line can cause problems, see our Echo Elimination and
DTMF Problem Tech Bulletin. It will only take you a few minutes to try it, and there's no way to
know if it will work if you don't try it! Detailed information on the separate items in the kit are
further up and down the page. This handy Kit lets you test at the RJX by:. Or just plug them in to
the phone system's modular jack. Any of these devices will be cheaper than fixing the echo with
a fractional T1 and T1 card! Putting too much loss in the line can make an impedance mismatch
worse, creating more echo possibly in the opposite direction from before. It will only take a
minute or two to see if a little attenuation will help the echo. Keep this Kit in your truck! There
are times when you have to reduce the audio level of a telephone line. The Loss Insertion Tester
will let you insert 1 to 4db of loss into the line, to let you see if reducing the volume on the line
will fix your problem. Temporarily install the Loss Insertion Tester in-series between the
telephone line or analog station port, and the telephone equipment. By pressing the two
switches, you can insert 1, 2, 3 or 4db of loss into the pair. There are two components to a
telephone line. The DC talk battery, and the AC audio. They're specifically made NOT to lower
the AC audio on the line, since that would cause Can't Hear problems as you lowered the loop
current. By putting a Modular 4db Fixed Attenuator not included in-series with the Loss
Insertion Tester , you can insert 5, 6, 7 or 8db of loss into the pair when you push the switches.
It's unlikely you'll need to insert more than 8db of loss onto a regular phone line. For each 1db
of loss you insert, it reduces the loop current on the line by about 1ma. If you insert too much
loss , and bring the loop current below 23ma, you'll create other problems on the line like
cut-offs, answering and dialing problems. You should be watching the loop current on your
meter or Loop Current Tester as you attenuate the line, to make sure you don't go below 23ma.
Putting too much loss in the line can make an impedance mismatch worse, creating echo rather
than fixing it. It will only take a minute or two to see if a little attenuation will help echo problems
on a VoIP phone system or line. We have both Modular and 66 Block versions of our Fixed
Attenuators. CPC Signal Tester. If the telephone equipment is programmed to detect an open for
ms usually called Open Loop Disconnect Time in the system programming , the phone system
will hang-up the trunk when it detects the 0 volts for ms even though the open loop continues
until ms. Without the CPC Signal, voice mail, answering machines, dictation machines and any
other automatic telephone equipment won't hang-up when the outside party hangs-up. Once
you know if you're getting a CPC and the duration, you can program the phone system to detect
an open for that amount of time. Battery Reversal is still used in some foreign countries as a
CPC signal, which means that foreign telephone equipment used in the US probably won't
detect an Open Loop Disconnect. If you're not getting the CPC signal from the phone company,
you can usually ask them to supply it on the phone line. If you are getting it, then you have to
find out why your phone equipment isn't detecting it, or why the system isn't passing the signal
through to the single line station port with voice mail, a dictation machine, etc. Be sure to take a
look at it before going to battle with the Phone Company! NOTE: Most phone lines give a very
short CPC open loop signal either as soon as you pick up the line, or as soon as you've finished
dialing. You'll see this open loop on the CPC Tester. If the phone system is programmed for a
very short open loop like 20ms , you may not be able to make any phone calls because the
phone system thinks it's getting a CPC signal right at the start of the call. The CPC Tester could
help diagnose that type of problem, where the fix would be to simply change the Open Loop
Timer in the phone system to ms. This amazing line powered device will flash or hang-up the
line for up to a second in response to a pre-programmed code. It's always listening on the line.
A great device for phones without a flash key or no buttons left to program as a flash key. Put it
on an Automated Attendant and allow it to do a Centrex flash right on the CO line, to transfer
calls off premise. Put it on a cordless phone with no flash key. It will always flash the line for the
pre-programmed time when it hears the pre-programmed trigger code. No guessing about how

long to hold down the hook-switch! Dial the code from a phone on either end of the call.
Programming is password protected, for remote or on-site programming via a DTMF phone.
Many phone systems allow in-band signalling to indicate to the device connected to an analog
station port that the trunk has received a CPC signal from the phone company, and the outside
party has hung-up. These tones are usually used to signal a voice mail system that the outside
party has hung-up. It's usually necessary to program the phone system's analog station port as
a voice mail port in order to use in-band signalling this is how integration was done in the past.
If the system supports sending a DTMF digit when it receives a CPC signal on a trunk, this is the
most dependable way of proving an open-loop disconnect to the device on the analog station
port. Any other methods have to recognize a tone or silence, which can lead to cut-offs when
you don't want them. Keep in mind that even if the phone system does support in-band
signalling when it receives a CPC on a trunk, it may not send the DTMF digit when on a station
to station call. That means that a voicemail will hang-up on trunk calls, but not on messages left
from a station. In any event, you'll have to do some programming and testing, listening to see if
there's a DTMF digit as a CPC on both trunk-to-station and station-to-station calls. Line
Powered! Those systems usually send dial tone or a busy signal to the station port after the CO
line disconnects, which keeps the Voice Mail or other device from hanging up. The end result is
Voice Mail messages that have a lot of junk at the end of them, or ports that stay tied up for a
long time or until manually reset. This makes it necessary to have more ports and bigger hard
drives than are really needed, to make up for the lack of a CPC Signal. It listens for the tones or
silence you program, and if it hears a match for the duration of what you program, it opens the
line for about ms to tell phone equipment that's looking for an open loop CPC to hang-up.
Whether silence or tones will work in your application is something you'll have to think about.
For example, if your automated attendant never stops talking, there will never be silence. Click
here to see the Manual in PDF format. In a paging application you may be able to trigger the
CPC in as little as ms of a particular tone. You can also trigger it on a couple of seconds of
silence. The best solution for phone systems that don't have an external page port, and where a
spare CO trunk isn't available, is to use the speaker leads in an electronic station set. Find an
old phone, put it in the phone room, cut the speaker out and connect the speaker leads from the
phone to the input of the page amp program that phone for the page zone you want. You may
need our Audio Transformer with Volume Control, to isolate the phone system from the page
amp to prevent hum and noise. Go off-hook, push the button on the phone, and it ground starts
the line to get dial tone. Neon Lamp lets you see which phone is ringing, if you have several
phones side-by-side. Incoming calls are answered normally when the phone rings and the neon
lamp lights. Ringer on-off switch on the bottom of the phone lets you leave the phone plugged
in all the time, and turn the ringer on only during a power failure. Data Port on side of phone
works with a modem. To use the modem on the Ground Start line, push the button as you tell
the computer to start dialing, then let it go after half a second or so. When used on a Loop Start
line, it works like a standard phone Use it as a replacement for a bad network or to make your
own telephone. Style may vary. This Network has been removed from a tested or Set. Network
Board. Make a Handset into a 2 Wire Phone. Small Network Board connects to Tip and Ring,
electret mic and standard receiver cartridge to make a whole phone without a dial with this little
circuit board. Our Modular Fixed Value Attenuators come in 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8db values. They are
very useful for reducing echo on a phone line or station port. You can cascade the Modular
Fixed Value Attenuators in-series with each other to add attenuation. A 1db Attenuator and 8db
Attenuator would give you a total of 9db of attenuation. Our 66 Block Fixed Value Attenuators
come in 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8db values. Simulates a telephone with. Connects in-series with a
modular jack and plug, between the telephone line or analog station port, and the telephone
equipment. Simulates one or more telephones with a total of 1 to 5 REN on the line select from
the part numbers below. This is the easiest way to simulate what happens when one or more
phones are connected to your phone line or station port. Made to order from 1 to 40db, for a
ohm line impedance. Connects in-series with a modular line cord, on the middle pins of the jack.
Optimized for both voltage-driven like from an op amp and impedance-driven like from a
transmission line , to provide the most accurate attenuation in either case. The low impedance
error ensures accuracy when two or more Square-Pads are hooked in series to make another
value. Connects in-series with an 8 pin modular line cord, on the middle two pins of the jack. A
7' flat line cord may be OK, but when you put a long flat line cord on the phone you're likely to
have crosstalk or RF problems. There is no way to solve those problems unless you change the
line cord to twisted pair. How much can crosstalk cost you if the wrong person overhears a
conversation on another line? We also make a 25' Twisted Pair Line Cord below. Has very good
adhesive! Just Tag It! Bundle of 50 Orange Tags with String. Just like the Phone Company
Issues! Tagging your work lets the next repairman know what the previous guy did. Scissors

with Stripping Notches. The highest quality Phone Man's Scissors we've found! The edge of the
blade is serrated , which keeps the cable or wire s from slipping forward out of the Scissors as
you try to cut it. It has two Stripping Notches. One for 24 gauge wire, and one for 22 gauge wire.
The Stripping Notch is the safest way to strip the insulation from telephone wire. It won't put a
notch in the wire like a set of Dikes would , which would cause the wire to break after it was
flexed a few times. To strip a wire, hold your finger over the wire in the notch, and pull the
insulation off by moving the Scissors , which holds the insulation - allowing it to slide off the
wire. Ergonomic Scissors with Stripping Notches. The highest quality Ergonomic Phone Man's
Scissors we've found! Small Scissors Pouch with Belt Loop. Small Scissors Pouch holds just
the blade. You can grab the Scissors quickly by the handles. Genuine Leather with Riveted
Construction. This pouch will last for many years! Long Nose Pliers with Stripping Notch.
Stripping Notch allows you to strip 24 gauge wire without nicking it! Dikes Side Cutters with
Stripping Notches. Two Stripping Notches allow you to strip 22 and 24 gauge wire without
nicking it! Magnetic Tip with size and style marked on the handle. Made of a special alloy steel
for exceptional strength and long life. Corrosion resistant shaft. Soft rubber handle offers
comfort with greater torque. Small 7-in-1 Pocket Screw Driver. Blue Booth Wrench. Gets you
into the Telco side of a Network Interface left side. Sometimes you just 'gotta do the Phone
Company's work for them. Small diameter handle makes it easy to fit into your tool pouch or
case. Small size makes it easy to fit into your tool pouch or case. Data Safe with Data Lockout
Override. It weighs 1. There are only 3 Buttons on the Inside of the Handle The date code in the
white area above the MUTE button would say through at least The bug only occurs if you have
high loop current on the line. Maybe over 45ma, which you can see on the built-in display. If you
turn the speakerphone on after the other party answers the butt-set works fine. You really can't
talk on the speakerphone in most phone rooms because of the noise, but I've always dialed on
speaker and then turn the speaker off when the party answers. I've been doing that since my
first TS22 the first speaker butt-set I owned in The Bent Nose allows the Clips to be used on a 66
Block without shorting together. The Bed-of-Nails allows the tech to simply clip to the wire to
make contact without stripping the wire. The Spike is used to connect to aerial drop wire by
going through the heavy insulation to the wire. It's no longer recommended that you use the
Nails or Spike on wire that's used outside, that can get wet. Although the holes are self sealing
they won't keep water from getting to the copper conductor. Red Boot for Butt-Set Clip. You do
need to remove the clip from the cord to put it on the Clip! Order 1 Red and 1 Black if you need
a set! Black Boot for Butt-Set Clip. Breaks out all 8 pins 4 Pairs of any Modular Jack. Using this
tool is a lot easier than removing the cover on a Modular Jack, to clip your Butt-Set to the
screws! Because it has a Jack , if you can't get to the jack on the wall because it's behind a
piece of furniture, you can just remove the Modular Cord from the back of the phone, and plug it
into the Modular Butt-Set Adapter. These 8 Pin Plugs are shaved on the sides to allow them to
go into any Modular jack except a handset jack. Just clip your Butt-Set or Tester to the correct
clips 4 and 5 is the middle pair of any jack , and you're ready to go! Short replacement 8
conductor modular cord with special Pin Blue Mod Plugs on each end. Limited Quantity! Spare
Blade locks into the Cavity in the tool, and releases easily with a twist of the Release Knob.
Uses industry standard Type Blades. If you use a screwdriver to force the wire into the
connection, you'll destroy the connection spreading out the pin , causing strange intermittent
problems until the Block is replaced. Same Punch Tool as above, but with just a 66 Blade no
Blade. Replacement 66 Punch Blade. Industry standard 66 Blade. Replacement Punch Blade.
Industry standard Blade. Replacement 66 and Cut Type Punch Blade. Industry standard 66 and
Blade. Both sides CUT. Flip it around for 66 or This Blade is a good choice for a phone man who
only occasionally needs to punch down wires on a KRONE block, and it works fine. The regular
KRONE Blade has a fancy scissors action to cut the wire, which makes it very expensive especially for occasional use. There's actually a tiny scissors built-in to the Blade. Because it's
so expensive, make sure you find a safe place to store it when you're not using it! This is the
most popular Block used in Canada. The BIX Blade cuts the wires every time you use it. LEDs
scan the pairs during testing to tell you whether the wiring is correct. Sends Tone on all the
pairs so you can verify the cable. This is a really Good Speakerprobe! Probe Features: Lanyard
Volume Control If a Toner is clipped to local building ground and the Shield of a coax cable,
you'll hear the tone on the coax with the Probe Has both Metal and Non-Conductive Plastic Tip
Touching the Probe to a wire with the Metal Tip will give you a scratch sound and louder tone
Includes standard jack for a radio type headset if the tone through the speaker would disturb
the office Standard 9V battery included. It never hurts to have a spare probe. Get one while they
last at this unbelievable price! Finding unmarked cables is a fact of life! It's loud enough to
make finding CAT-5 cables easy. Probe Features: Lanyard Water resistant construction HI and
LOW volume button If the Toner is clipped to local building ground and the Shield of a coax

cable, you'll hear the tone on the coax with the Probe Non-conductive Tip is impregnated with
silver particles, so touching the Probe to a wire will give you a scratch sound and louder tone
Includes standard jack for radio type headset if the tone through the speaker would disturb the
office Standard 9V battery included. The Bed of Nails Clip has lots of tiny pins that go through
insulation easily. The modular plug on the mod cord has a special plug whose clip won't break
off! We bought and tested lots of meters to find one that was accurate for the phone man who
has to measure:. It's amazing how many meters, even expensive ones , won't measure AC on a
phone line. You know you can't use a meter for telephone work if the display just hunts from 50
to to 10 to to 30, etc. Most Flukes work OK. Phone line and phone system problems are getting
harder, and a meter is as important as ever for a phone man who needs to get problems fixed as
quickly and efficiently as possible Push-on Meter Probe Alligator Clips. Just push them on and
pull them off. Keep a couple of sets with your meter! These are really handy and can save the
day when you didn't bring your third hand to work! Punches down 5 Pair at a Time on a Block.
Works Great on Patch Panel Punchings! That lets the current pass through the meter as it goes
between the phone line and phone. Comes with 5 test wires Or they're easy to make yourself!
Small Alligator Test Leads. Carry a Set of Leads With You You never know when you need them.
Use it for every piece of equipment that plugs into AC! Just plug it into an AC outlet! It tells you
whether the outlet is wired correctly, and if there's a ground on the third prong. Without a
ground, electronic equipment may not operate properly, which is also the case if hot and neutral
are reversed. If something strange is happening this is the first thing you should check! Will
your stuff work better without a 3rd Prong Ground? Carry a Ground Eliminator! A bad or noisy
ground could be causing your problems! There's no way for you to know without running the
stuff with no ground to see if the problem clears. Just plug this in-series with a 3 Prong power
plug on your equipment to run it with no ground. It works with phones, modems and faxes. It
accurately simulates a real phone line for testing, demonstrating phone systems and
equipment, and trade shows. Flexible Standard and Programmable Features See the last 80
digits dialed with the built-in 80 character buffer Scroll right or left to view the digits in the 16
character LCD display. Decodes audio without talk-battery not necessarily a phone line. The TM
Plus has a 3. Connect the Baud DB RS port to your laptop with the included Windows software
that time stamps each string of digits, go do other service calls, and come back and see what
actually happened while you were away! It's pretty hard to sit and stare at a display while
waiting for an error to occur. This is the answer! ADSL is delivered over a regular working
phone line it can be on a dedicated pair. Since voice or modems use from about to hertz, DSL
uses the remaining bandwidth - and there's a lot of it, which gives you the broadband speeds.
The DSL Filter filters out all audio over hertz, so you don't hear the hiss and noise of the data on
the phones, and at the same time any harmonics of voice above hertz don't interfere with the
DSL data. All phones plugged into this filter will be filtered. Simply plug the filter in-series with
each modular phone, answering machine, regular modem etc. As an alternative to putting a
filter in front of each phone, you can put one filter at the demarc, so all of the phones are
in-series with that filter. That requires you to put the DSL modem on a dedicated or spare pair ,
so there is no filter in-front of it. DSL Y-Adapter. Has a short cord and 2 jacks. One is filtered for
the phone s , and the other one is unfiltered for the DSL modem. Has a regular modular jack on
each side One for a phone filtered , and one for the DSL modem unfiltered. Installs in seconds
without tools! Just flip out the tabs, put the Wall Phone DSL Filter on top of your existing wall
phone jack, flip the tabs closed, and you're done! The wall phone hangs on the front. Plug a
modular cord for a desk phone into the side of the DSL Filter. There's even an unfiltered jack if
your DSL modem is going to be next to this jack. This filter simply plugs in to the RJX jack, and
the alarm system plugs into the filter. Takes only a second to install! Click on the open box
above for a bigger picture. Be sure to install it after the lightning protection from the Phone
Company. Has 6 inches of wire with green and red terminals that attach after the modular plug
on the customer side of the NID. Inside wiring to the phones attach to the screws for tip and ring
on top of the module. Be sure to install it after the lightning protector in the NID. These resistors
are rated to take the kind of current you'll see on a phone line. They must be used in pairs, one
on the tip and one on the ring, when wired in-series keeps the line balanced. Generally
speaking, the loop current will drop by about 1ma, and the level of the line will go down by
around 1db for every ohms you put in-series with the tip and ring. These capacitors are rated to
take the ring voltage on a phone line VAC. More common 50V capacitors may burn up.
Capacitors are used to block DC voltage. The most common use for capacitors in Telephony is
in the ringing circuit, where they are always in-series with the ringer or bell. Without a capacitor
in series with a bell, when the phone rang the line would be tripped or would stay off hook all of
the time. The capacitor allows the AC ring voltage to pass through to the bell, while blocking the
DC voltage which would take the line off-hook. Another common usage for capacitors is getting

audio off of a line with talk battery. If you put a line with talk battery into an amplifier or
recorder, the DC voltage will probably look like foreign voltage to the device - and it won't
sound too hot. Putting a. Keep in mind that if the line rings, it may blow up the amp or recorder!
Ring voltage is AC, just like audio. You do not have to put capacitors in series with both sides
of the line feeding the amp or whatever , since there is no DC path to become imbalanced the
cap blocks the DC. You wouldn't want to run an audio pair a long distance after the capacitor.
Quick Modular Line Tester. Flip the Modular Plug around from its storage position, and insert
the Plug into a Modular Jack with a phone line. The LED mounted at the end of the flip-out
Modular Plug will glow Green or Red , depending on the polarity, and if a working phone line is
present. Inexpensive, small and convenient, this is the Quickest Way to test a phone line's
polarity, or if there's a working line on the jack. This Tester only works on analog station ports
or regular telephone lines. It won't test digital or electronic station ports, or digital telephone
lines like a T1. Fits over the pins on a standard 66M Block won't fit on a 66B Block , and brings
the pins out to a 2 Pin Modular Jack so you can use any two wire Modular Tester or phone. It's
not CAT5 rated. There is a row of sockets designed to accept the pins on a 66M Block along one
side, and another row of sockets designed to accept the pins on a 66B Block on another side.
Both rows of sockets are wired B to the Modular Jack on the Adapter. This Adapter only clips
onto a C-Clip that has no wires punched down on it. Standard Can Wrench. Yellow Spudger. All
of our Spudgers have a bent metal hook on one end. The other side is a blunt end. Black
Spudger. Red Spudger. Metal Pocket Clip for Spudger. The Metal Pocket Clip will slide on to any
of our Spudgers without a molded pocket clip, and will also fit most pencils and stick pens. This
Spudger is smooth , and the blunt end doesn't have the hook shape. The Metal Hook has a
sharpened point. White Spudger with Pocket Clip and Cap. This Spudger is smooth , the blunt
end doesn't have the hook shape, and the pocket clip is molded in. Static on a Phone Line can
be Fixed or Prevented! Because a telephone line always has DC voltage on it, with AC audio
riding on top of it, if there's a bad connection of any kind anywhere along the line you'll hear
static. Connections on a phone line have to be perfect! Just twisting two wires together may
look like a good connection, but oxidation eventually develops on the surface of the wires
where they're touching each other, which adds resistance to the connection. On a telephone
line with DC voltage, you'll hear that resistance as static. It wasn't that long ago that phone men
were soldering wires together! The first splices to telephone wires were done with a big
soldering iron that was heated with a gas torch it wasn't electric. Why did the phone men go
through all that effort to solder the wires instead of just twisting them together? Because they
had to avoid static , and that was the only way to do it. Maybe you twisted the wires together on
your stereo speakers, and they work fine? There's no static. That's because there's no DC
coming out of an amplifier going to speakers. It's strictly AC audio. When the oxidation
develops on the speaker wires that you twisted together, the resistance that eventually
develops from the oxidation makes the speaker volume sound a little lower - so you just turn up
the volume on the stereo. Since there's no DC, there's no static on the speakers. Likewise, you
can use wirenuts on VAC or speaker lines, but they're eventually going to cause static if you
use them on a telephone line. On a telephone line, you can also get static from a short from one
or both sides of the line to a foreign voltage or ground. The foreign voltage or ground may be
because water has invaded the cable. Water conducts electricity, and is shorting the telephone
line to conductors in another pair s , or to earth. The static may also be caused by a nick in the
insulation, shorting the bare copper wire to other conductors or earth ground. Intermittent static
is often caused by aerial lines that have nicks in the insulation. When they swing in the wind,
the bare copper wire shorts to other conductors or pole hardware. These are called Swingers.
While you may be able to tape up a wire with a nick in the insulation to prevent it from shorting,
in the telephone business it's more common to cut out the bad piece of cable, and splice the
ends together, or splice a good piece in if the cable wouldn't be long enough. If it's a buried
cable, you need to use gel filled waterproof splices, and put the whole splice in a Waterproof
Splice Enclosure , which keeps water from getting into the cable from the open ends where the
jacket has been cut. No matter how much tape you use, it won't be enough to prevent water
from eventually seeping into that splice! Use a Splice Enclosure. Insulation Displacement
Connectors are simply squeezed onto a wire. They have a little slit that cuts into the insulation
displaces it and slices into the copper wire as it's pushed into it. There was actually one type of
splice connector that came out before IDC connectors. The Beanie or B-Wire Connector was the
splice of choice at all of the phone companies for many years. The Beanie is just a little metal
tube that's big enough to stick about three 24 gauge telephone wires into, with a vinyl insulating
jacket. The Gas Tight Connection is the secret of making a good splice. When the metal in the
splice is pushed into the wire so tightly that no air can get to where the metals meet, no
oxidation can occur - and you'll never get static from that splice. A pin sticking into a copper

wire won't give you a Gas Tight Connection. That pin would be sitting on-top of the solid copper
wire, and a layer of oxidation would eventually form unless there was constant hard pressure on
the pin. The Gas Tight Connection is formed when the material used in the splice actually slices
into the sides of the copper. The pressure created by the small U shaped slot, that the wire is
forced into, creates the Gas Tight Connection. If you hear static at the Phone Company demarc,
with the pair to the premise open, the Phone Company will have to fix the static. The only way to
get rid of static is to repair the bad connection. There are no filters that will get rid of static,
since by the time you hear it - it's just audio. If you filter out enough of the audio spectrum to
get rid of the static, you'll also get rid of the speech! Splices up to three 24 Gauge Telephone
Wires Together. Just stick the wires into the Beanie, and squeeze it with a Pliers or the heel of a
set of Dikes. The inside of the Beanie is full of little sharp points that go right through the
insulation when it's squeezed, and slice into the wire , creating a Gas Tight Connection. B-Wire
Connectors aren't used by phone companies any more they use UY and UR connectors ,
because they couldn't stop phone men from stripping the jacket off the wire before putting it
into the Beanie. Stripping the wire isn't bad if it's done with the correct stripper like the notch in
a phone man's scissors, long nose or dikes , but a lot of the phone men just squeezed the wire
in the blade of the Dikes, and pulled the insulation off. That creates a little notch in the copper
wire where they squeezed the dikes on the wire. Once the notch is in the wire, it's very easy to
break the wire right at the notch, after it's moved a few times. That left lots of cases of dead
phone lines, just because the phone man didn't do his job properly. B-Wire Connectors are
made to be used on solid copper telephone wire, which has a very thin insulation. There's no
need to strip the wire, although it won't cause any problems if you strip it properly. You can use
B-Wire Connectors on other types of small gauge wire, both solid and stranded, but you'll have
to strip the heavier insulation off of those wires because the little teeth in the Beanies won't be
long enough to pierce the insulation. Probably because they're cheaper, and give me a little
more flexibility they take 2 or 3 wires. I have gotten four wires in a Beanie by stripping the
insulation, but I don't think it's a good idea. On a historical note, in the old days Beanies were
available taped together on reels. The splicer would feed these into a breadbox sized metal box,
which used compressed air to crimp the Beanie , when he stuck the wires in and stepped on a
foot operated switch. If it's squeezed too hard, it will bend over the sharp points, and they won't
slice into the wire correctly. Same as our PLAIN Beanies above , but with a small amount of
waterproofing gel inside to protect the splice from water. Because a small amount of the gel is
squeezed out of the Beanie when you crimp it, these are kind of messy to use. UY Connector
Splice Box of UY Connectors are made to be used on solid copper 22 to 24 gauge telephone
wire, which has a very thin insulation. Do NOT strip the wires! UY Connectors are filled with a
small amount of waterproofing gel. Same as the regular UY Connectors above , but 16 to a
Cartridge. Box of UR Connector Splice Box of There are three holes on the UR Connectors. You
can use all three, or just splice two wires together, leaving one empty. UR Connectors are made
to be used on solid copper 22 to 24 gauge telephone wire, which has a very thin insulation. UR
Connectors are filled with a small amount of waterproofing gel. Same as the regular UR
Connectors above , but 10 to a Cartridge. UG Connector Tap Box of There's no need to cut the
second wire! Just stick the wire that you're tapping off of that you don't want to cut into the slot
on the side of the UG Connector. There is one hole and one slot on the UG Connector. You can
use the UG Connector as a splice by putting one cut wire into the slot so it sticks out past the
end of the UG , and the other into the hole. UG Connectors are made to be used on solid copper
22 to 24 gauge telephone wire, which has a very thin insulation. UG Connectors are filled with a
small amount of waterproofing gel. Coax and Twisted Pair Splice Enclosure. Shipped with
Rubber Grommets that seal by compression when the ends caps are tightened. Use a Splice
Enclosure to keep water from getting to the individually spliced wires. Tape just doesn't make it!
Quick and easy to install. No special tools are required. No mixing of any compounds or messy
gels. Re-enterable for visual inspection. Just unscrew the cap that holds the special rubber
grommet that seals around the cable. Lets the phone man know these are important lines, and
insulates the 66 pins to help prevent the line from being shorted accidentally. They must be
used in pairs, one on the tip to ground, and one on the ring to ground. These will work well for
lower frequencies like AM, but will have little or no effect on FM. Using capacitors to drain the
RF to ground can cause other problems on the line, because of increased capacitance. I've used
this Softcover page book for many years. It's the handiest electronics reference book I've ever
had! I have a terrible memory for names, numbers and formulas! It really doesn't matter, as long
as I know where to find the information I need to get a job done. This is the book I count on to
give me resistor color codes, capacitor value abbreviations, the formulas for putting resistors
and capacitors in-series and parallel, the markings for polarity on a diode, and a whole lot more.
We've got a copy of this book right next to the benches in our shop. It's not only fast to look

stuff up, but it's easy to understand. Forrest Mims did a great job of writing this book so that
just about anybody can understand electronics. It's perfect for what we use electronics for in
the telephone business. This book isn't full of rocket science. Just practical information about
basic electronics. Look up only what you need, when you need it:. Begin With the Basics - Learn
about static electricity and how to make magnets and solenoids. Find out about direct current
and alternating current. Then learn about electrical circuits that use batteries and lamps. Basic
Electronic Components - Find out how switches, relays, meters, resistors, capacitors and
transformers are used. Diodes and Transistors - These components including LEDs are they
key ingredients of modern electronic circuits. Find out what they do, and how they work.
Integrated Circuits - How dozens to thousands of electronic components can be formed on tiny
chips of silicon. Digital Integrated Circuits - Learn the basics about digital logic gates using
switches and transformers. Linear Integrated Circuits - Linear circuits respond to the presence
or absences of voltage, giving them a wide range of applications. Circuit Assembly Tips - Learn
how to use electronic components to make temporary circuits and permanent circuits using
wire and solder. The categories of circuits include basic, photonic, digital, and linear. Can you
be a better technician if you know a little about electronics? Customers need odd problems
solved. Sometimes as simple as adding loud bells, ringing over paging, or even an amplified
speaker to an electronic phone for loud ringing. Since analog telephones are just basic
electricity, there's a pretty good chance you can help your customers tailor their phone system
to their particular needs if you know a little about electronics. It has lots of ideas on how to
make a phone system do just about anything! By Stephen J. This is the ONLY book around that
tells you:. How the telephone network and Central Office works How analog telephones work
How the handset transmitter and receiver work How the network and hybrids in telephones
works How tone and rotary dials work How electronic telephones work. This is your chance to
get the big picture and a basic understanding of telephone lines and telephones. It's all in easy
to understand language! We can't get this book from the publisher anymore, but you should be
able to find it used at Amazon at a good price! There's nothing else out there with this
information You need to know this stuff! If your sick of the Phone Company, phone system
vendors, VoIP vendors, long distance vendors, computer vendors and even your customers
throwing around telecom terms that you don't know, Newton's Telecom Dictionary can be your
Secret Weapon! Where do these people learn all these new terms? Probably their own copy of
the Newton's Telecom Dictionary! Every Interconnect company should have at least one copy in
the office. The phone business is changing quickly. If you want to keep up with it, having
Newton's Telecom Dictionary around will help! Toggle cookie consent banner. This site uses
cookies to provide the best experience. Learn More Accept. Since Don't replace the KSU!
What's the first thing TO DO? Take some simple measurements! A particular symptom could be
caused by one of several problems, or even by more than one problem at the same time! Phone
Orders at , or this item can be ordered Online: Comes with sandman. No power required at
either end! You MUST use two, one at each end! Phone Orders at , or this particular item can be
ordered Online: Comes with sandman. How do you know if Data Noise is causing your
problem? Hook up an oscilloscope across the tip and ring from the fake phone line box to look
for the Data Noise and see the amplitude how loud it is , which is very difficult to do in the field.
But you still don't know if the Data Noise you see is actually causing the problem you're
having? It's a real problem with KSU-less phones Using the DTMF Flash Generator to provide a
CPC: Many phone systems allow in-band signalling to indicate to the device connected to an
analog station port that the trunk has received a CPC signal from the phone company, and the
outside party has hung-up. That means that a voicemail will hang-up on trunk calls, but not on
messages left from a station In any event, you'll have to do some programming and testing,
listening to see if there's a DTMF digit as a CPC on both trunk-to-station and station-to-station
calls. The loop current will drop by about 1ma for every 1db of attenuation you add to the line.
Keep some in your case! How do you know it will work for your problem? You've got to try it to
find out. Includes Cutter! Yellow Handled Top Quality Tool! Red Handled Top Quality Tool!
MUTE 2. Super Price - Limited Quantity! Be sure to bend over the strain relief! Order 2 if you
need a set! Breaks out all 8 pins 4 Pairs of any Modular Jack Using this tool is a lot easier than
removing the cover on a Modular Jack, to clip your Butt-Set to the screws! Color may vary.
Price Reduction! Probe Features: Lanyard Volume Control If a Toner is clipped to local building
ground and the Shield of a coax cable, you'll hear the tone on the coax with the Probe Has both
Metal and Non-Conductive Plastic Tip Touching the Probe to a wire with the Metal Tip will give
you a scratch sound and louder tone Includes standard jack for a radio type headset if the tone
through the speaker would disturb the office Standard 9V battery included It never hurts to have
a spare probe. Seats 3, 4 and 5 pair blocks! Durable Spring Mechanism Terminates Wires on
both the cable side and the cross-connect side of blocks Replaceable Cutting Blade Works on

all Brands of Blocks Phone Orders at , or this item can be ordered Online: Comes with
sandman. Keep a couple in your case! Any port can call any
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other port, or you can dial the all-call code and all of the other ports will ring. There are 6 ports
with one talk path. Built in Speaker to Monitor Call Progress. Pays for itself the first time you
use it! Quick and Easy to install! It can't be easier! Keep some of these in your case! Don't lose
your Spudger! How you Splice a Cable Makes All the Difference Because a telephone line
always has DC voltage on it, with AC audio riding on top of it, if there's a bad connection of any
kind anywhere along the line you'll hear static. Don't Strip The Wire! Bag of Comes with
sandman. Keep both types in your case! Box of Comes with sandman. Don't strip the wires!
Built-in wire cutter. About the same size as a regular Long Nose Pliers. This is a neat tool! Look
up only what you need, when you need it: Begin With the Basics - Learn about static electricity
and how to make magnets and solenoids. Ring Generator Module. Increase Modem Speed. Click
me to go to Lightning and Surge Protection Products.

